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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This monograph is the result of a meeting held in Washington, DC, on July 12,
2018. It is the eighth such meeting organized by the Atarum Center for Value in
Health Care, and was supported by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for
the seventh consecutive year. We are grateful to the foundation for its continued
support that has imparted continuity, visibility, and prestige to the event. Of
course, the content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not
necessarily represent the views of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
In particular, we thank Katherine Hempstead, our Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation program officer, for her guidance, wisdom, and enthusiasm. The
foundation’s support of our Health Sector Economic IndicatorsSM and Health
Sector Trend Reports—products that are linked to the symposium funding—
stimulates us to track important developments and keep pace with emerging
changes affecting the health economy.
We received valuable advice guiding the entire symposium project from our
colleagues Charles Roehrig, Ani Turner, George Miller and Corwin Rhyan. Superb
editorial input and formatting was provided by Hendi Kowal and Tad Lee.
Please note: We have edited the July 12, 2018 presentations for clarity, and
have added links, some of which stem from activities occurring following the
symposium.
A complete (4-hour) video of the event is available at: https://altarum.org/event/
sustainable-us-health-spending-serious-issues--sound-policy-solutions. This site
also contains the materials for all of our previous meetings.
For any questions or comments, please contact:
Paul Hughes-Cromwick
paul.hughes-cromwick@altarum.org
(734) 717-9539.
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Katherine Hempstead
Good morning everyone. Welcome! It is good to see you
all. This morning Politico issued an advisory that this is a
large gathering of wonks and wags. You are fairly warned
and I am sure you all know who you are! This is one of
my favorite days of the long hot summer and thanks to
the Altarum team for putting it together. We have three
terrific panels and I will move out of the way and let Ceci
take it from here.

PANEL I: GOVERNMENT BUDGETS, HEALTH CARE SPENDING, AND
POLICY APPROACHES
WELCOME AND OVERVIEW
Ceci Connolly

FIGURE 1.

Good morning everyone and welcome. Echoing Katherine,
this is always one of my favorite events of the year—if it is
July, it must be time for the Altarum symposium! As usual,
we will try to shake things up, and I have three panelists that
are willing co-conspirators in that endeavor. I will quickly
introduce them although none of them need introductions. I
will also take a few moments to frame our opening panel and
then turn it over to them. We will ensure time for question
and answer because we know that that is always the best
part of these sessions.
Alice Rivlin is certainly a person who does not need
introduction in this town. She is currently a senior fellow
at the Brookings Institution with a long, illustrious career.
Doug Elmendorf, some of you may recall, was based here
in “the swamp” but now has gone off to greener pastures
at Harvard. Louise Sheiner is the Robert Kerr senior fellow
at the Brookings Institution who has also done her time in
government. Thus, we have three recovering government
officials and God bless them.
In a single image, here is my sense of today’s topic (Figure
1)—health care costs represented by two lovely creatures
spiraling upward. Our topic is intentionally broad, and in
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

this era of “fake news,” we promise you an overabundance
of facts. We will cram as many as possible into your heads
because we know that you get a dearth of them the rest
of the time in this town! I think that anyone operating in
health care for even the last few years knows that we are
in a period of a glass half-full. The number (and rate) of
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uninsured in this country had come down quite significantly
over the last five years which is a very positive development
for these individuals. However, the data suggests that these
numbers are starting to tick back up and there are forecasts
that this negative trend will continue. This is especially bad
news for hospitals trying to treat the uninsured at their
emergency rooms, and shoulder uncompensated care debt.
Growing numbers of underinsured also generates a mixed
circumstance for the health sector.
We have certainly witnessed relief from the era of doubledigit spending growth rates that many of us recall, but like
those snakes, this is also creeping back up. From 2008
through 2016, the annual spending growth rate has been
about 4.2 percent (4.3 percent in 2016), but the forecast for
2017 through 2026 is 5.5 percent, and that likely exceeds
gross domestic product (GDP) growth; that has long been
the story in health care. In fact, over that same 2017 to
2026 period, health care spending is expected to grow
about one percentage point faster than GDP each year, and
that would take us from about 18% of GDP on health care
today to about 20 percent. This matters because health
spending crowds out other investments that we as a nation
want to make. There are always the trade-offs. Medicare
spending is expected to rise from 3.7 percent of GDP in
2017 to about 4.7 percent in 2027. I will ask our panelists

Health spending crowds out other
investments that we as a nation want to
make. There are always the trade-offs.
talk discuss Medicare, in particular, because of baby boomer
growth, and it is important to put into context the number
of beneficiaries that are being served by that program and
how they’re being served. Is there reason for optimism as I
call up our first panelist, Doug Elmendorf?

GOVERNMENT BUDGETS AND HEALTH CARE SPENDING
Doug Elmendorf
I am delighted to be here with all of you and with my
friends Alice, Louise and Ceci. My role here is to lay out the
basic facts about health care spending by governments to
illustrate the budgetary pressure it is imposing. This is not
a subtle story as most of you know, and I will go through
it quickly. Most of the charts I will show are taken from
my former colleagues at the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO), most importantly here.
Federal debt is quite high by historical standards, or relative
to GDP, and is on a very steep and unsustainable upward
trajectory (Figure 1). Health care spending by the federal
government is a very important part of that story. Figure
2 shows large buckets of spending and revenues. The top
categories of spending are Social Security, the major health
care programs, and all other noninterest spending. All other
noninterest spending is clearly declining as a percentage
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

of GDP over the past 50 years, and by CBO’s projections,
over the next 30 years. Most of that decline is due to lower
defense spending relative to the size of the economy, but
even the non-defense parts of that category—all of nondefense discretionary spending and all the benefit programs
except for Social Security and the health care programs—
have declined somewhat relative to GDP over the past 50
years, and will decline further over the next 30 years.
Social Security spending is, of course, increasing relative to
the size of the economy. In the earlier periods the increase
shown in the figure was because of benefit expansions, and
now the increase is dominated by population aging, the
growing number of Americans who are receiving benefits.
However, the most dramatic growth by far is from the
major health care programs which have increased by four
and a half percent of GDP over the last 50 years, and are
projected to rise another four percent of GDP over the
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FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 3.

next thirty years. In 2018, only about 10 percent of that
health spending bar is attributable to the expansion of
benefits under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Even if one
does not account for the reductions in Medicare spending
legislated in the ACA that law is responsible for a very small
share of that total spending, and of the non-ACA spending,
about three-quarters is going to elderly, blind or disabled
individuals, with the remaining quarter going to ablebodied, non-elderly people.
Why is federal health care spending projected to rise
so much in the decades ahead? Figure 3 addresses this
question. In 2018, federal spending for the major health
care programs is 5.9 percent of GDP. Those with a sharp
memory will note that this number differs slightly from the
previous slide. The 5.9 percent represents gross Medicare
spending, while the number in Figure 2 (5.2 percent) is net
Medicare spending which includes the offsetting premiums.
The 5.9 percent number is going to grow substantially
over the next 30 years. If there was no population aging,
and if health care costs per beneficiary rose in line with
GDP per person, so that there was no excess cost growth,
then spending on the major health care programs would
remain about the same percentage of GDP, about 5.8
percent in 2048. But there is aging in the population –
and the growing number of beneficiaries in Medicare is
compounded by the increasing number of the older old
who use significantly more health care and are thus more
expensive—which will push up spending by 3 percent
of GDP. Excess cost growth, the growth of health care
spending per person above GDP per person, accounts for
1.8 percentage points. Excess cost growth is an important
issue but, in fact, it is actually less important for the cost of
these programs than population aging.
The excess cost growth for federal spending is not because
the federal government is a uniquely inefficient provider
of health care. On the contrary, excess cost growth for
federal programs has actually been less than in the private
sector over the past few decades as CBO’s numbers show
(Figure 4).
Of course, the federal government is not the only player
in our health care system, although it is a very large one.
Figure 5, produced by CBO a few years ago, shows that
public spending is almost half of total health care spending,
with private spending roughly comprising the remaining
half. Exactly where the public-private line might be drawn

Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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is a subtle issue because private spending is conditioned
not only by federal tax policy and other factors, but also
by the way Medicare and Medicaid and other programs are
operating. The public part of the bars reflects spending
by both the federal government and state and local
governments.
Figure 6, which is not from CBO (the reason it looks like
I did it on my desk yesterday!), shows health spending
of state and local governments as a share of their total
spending. Fifty years ago, about 10 percent of state and
local government spending was devoted to health care.
About thirty-five years ago, fifteen percent of their
spending was for health care, ten years ago it was twenty
percent, and now that spending is pushing close to twentyfive percent. That pressure of rising health care spending
has very profound effects on state and local support for
education and other public programs. This is the publicsector budgeting challenge: we have a growing number
of beneficiaries of public programs, and rising costs per
beneficiary in a way that is not distinctive to the public
sector, and the combination is creating these very large
budgetary pressures.
I want to close with a final, different note. These slides
concern spending on health care, the focus of our discussion
today. We should all remember that there is another very
important, even more fundamental challenge for U.S.
health care, which is that Americans are not very healthy,
and our health status varies profoundly across different
socio-economic circumstances. We often discuss, as I did in
a talk I gave at Princeton a month ago, the two challenges
for health care policy in the U.S.—improving health and
affording what we spend on health care. Our much higher
spending in this country compared to peer nations exhibits a
gap that has widened over time. It is a particularly troubling
failure of this country because we are in fact less healthy
than other countries despite all the spending.

Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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GOVERNMENT BUDGETS, HEALTH CARE SPENDING AND POLICY APPROACHES
Louise Sheiner
I want to thank you for inviting me. I will start where Doug
left off.
Health spending has increased over time from 9% of gross
domestic product (GDP) in 1980 to 18% today. At the same
time, government health spending has increased more
rapidly than national health spending: from 3% of GDP in
1980 to 8% today. This is not because health spending per
person by the government increased faster than in the
private sector. It has happened because government has
increased its share of health spending from 36% in 1980 to
45% today. As affordability becomes ever more problematic,
government tends to expand programs. The current law
forecasts that Doug showed assume that such expansions
would not continue. To the extent that they do, it poses an
additional risk for government spending growth. Looking
forward, we confront population aging, continued, although
slower, excess cost growth, and possibly continued pressure
for expanding public insurance. I will lay out the broad
policy options and presume as this meeting unfolds, that the
various presentations and discussions will fall within these
buckets.
Doug showed that the GDP share is rising unsustainably. We
do not know how high is too high, but the health spending
share cannot increase forever, and at some point we will
need to act. There are four broad policy options to address
health care spending growth:
cc Raise taxes or cut non-health spending growth because
our society highly values health care. It is expensive,
but we clearly demand it especially as we are an aging
society, and to the extent that our incomes grow. It is a
trade-off that we do want to make.
cc Restrain total health spending.
cc Restrain the government share of health spending and
ignore what the market does regarding private sector
spending.
cc Enact policies that raise GDP growth—we can
progressively afford our promises as we become richer.
Of course, I am leaving aside for the time being the messy
and not obviously known details on how the latter 3 options
might be accomplished!

Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

FIGURE 1.

Increase in Federal Spending Relative to 2018
Share of GDP

What if we raise taxes or cut non-health spending? Imagine
we were in perfect fiscal conditions now (which is far from
the case), and examine how much health spending increases
as a share of GDP over time (Figure 1). It would be zero by
definition in 2018, rising to about 4% of GDP in 2048. This is
large, but our taxes are about 18% of GDP currently; we can
certainly address part of the problem in this way.
What about restraining overall health spending? We first
should drill down to distinguish prices and quantities.
You can take the view that we do not allocate too many
resources to health spending, we simply do not like the
resulting income distribution. We pay providers too much
and charge consumers or/and government too much, which
suggests useful work to lower prices. Consider changing
quantities. There are two ways. First, if there is significant
inefficiency, we could change the quantity of real resources
going to health spending without changing outcomes, thus
clearly improving efficiency. We want to pursue that in any
case, even without an aging or budget problems. If we have
mechanisms to increase efficiency, especially with such a
huge portion of GDP, that is real money on the table.
We often hear pleas about finally bending the cost curve, as
if there is this magic bullet somewhere. I believe that is the
wrong perspective. We have made many health policy changes
over the past twenty or thirty years, and these actions have
chipped away at the care inefficiencies. We should continue
to take these effective small steps. In part, the reductions we
have seen in excess health care cost growth are attributable to
meaningful payment reform innovations.
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We could try to pay less for care; that is, begin by attacking
high prices. We could be more aggressive with prescription
drug or physician payment reforms. Alternatively, one
could imagine a very different system of universal health
care with global budgeting. Then, the policymakers could
change the budgets such as with bundled payments in
Medicare. In that situation, it is difficult to know whether
you are changing prices or quantities because those
implementing the budget constraint could pursue any
combination of lower compensation or lower quantities
of care. Restraining overall spending does not mean that
we must have a universal health system. Medicare and
Medicaid comprise huge portions of health spending. If
we find more efficient ways of making reimbursements for
these programs, including pressure on doctor payments,
and these mechanisms spill over to the private sector, we
might be able to restrain overall health spending through
policies affecting Medicare and Medicaid only. There is some
evidence to support this spillover perspective.
The third broad policy option is to not worry about the
whole system but instead restrain government health
spending. There are three basic approaches. We could
decrease:
cc Total health spending of those with government
insurance. This could be done using a Medicare voucher
scheme, slowing the growth of bundled payments, or
lowering physician compensation. However, physician
compensation in Medicare, under MACRA, is already
increasing by much less than inflation. We need to
be careful about creating access problems if these
payments become too low, and in some locations access
problems may already be happening.
cc The government share of health spending for those
with government insurance by shifting the government
burden to the beneficiaries. This could be done via
higher premiums, copays, and deductibles which
could be means tested. There could also be Medicare
vouchers limited such that individuals would need to
supplement them.
cc The share of the population with government insurance.
This could be accomplished by means-testing Medicare,
increasing the Medicare eligibility age, or limiting
Medicaid eligibility.

aging demographics because the ratio of dependent
non-workers to workers is rising over time. Increases in
labor force participation could raise GDP and boost tax
revenues without increasing health expenditures. Increased
productivity is obviously a good thing, and would boost GDP,
but the Medicare spending picture is unclear. Productivity
growth might raise excess cost growth in the health sector
via enhanced medical technology, or simply as a result of
us being richer, we demand yet more health care. We are
an aging society but most of that aging is not coming from
increases in life expectancy, but rather from changes in past
fertility which means that the scope for raising labor force
participation at older ages to address the aging problem is
limited. Clearly, we can increase labor force participation of
any group to increase GDP—it doesn’t have to come from
older ages.
How do other important economic trends relate to this
problem? Continued increases in income inequality clearly
affect how we address the health spending problem, but we
also face increased inequality in life expectancy by income.
Not only is income (and wealth) becoming more unequal,
but richer people are living dramatically longer so that
most of the gains in life expectancy have accrued to those
in the top half of the income distribution. What does that
mean for Medicare? From a fairness perspective, Medicare
is an annuity—you receive it as long as you are alive. As life
expectancy diverges between lower income and higher
income people, it means that Medicare is becoming less
progressive. Higher income people are getting payments
for many more years which should be factored in when
considering how to reform Medicare. For example, we
should worry about raising the eligibility age or consider
more means-testing of benefits.
Continued excess cost growth in health care means that
even given the current insurance provisions, quality health
care becomes less affordable over time. Medicare premiums,
deductibles, and ACA premiums (and tax credits) will rise
as a share of income. That may well provide pressure to cut
Medicare spending and health spending in general, but there
may be countervailing pressure to increase government
provision. We know from past experience that decreasing
affordability has led to the expansion of government
subsidies.

The fourth and final broad policy option is to increase
GDP growth. Of course, we would always wish to do
that. However, we must confront the problem of our
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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THE COMPLEXITY OF THE U.S. HEALTHCARE PROBLEM AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
Alice Rivlin
I am also delighted to be here and to follow my two friends.
I am not going to use slides, and I will try to focus more on
the policy options.
This is a panel starting with the role of government spending
and within that, the role of health care spending both at
the federal and state level. My zeal for that subject and
for controlling the rise in the federal debt is second to
none. However, a point already strongly made here, is that
cost control is not the only objective we should have with
respect to health care spending. There is, looming over us,
this 18% share of gross domestic product (GDP) accounted
for by health spending, and projected to rise to 20%—a
demonstrably difficult situation for any country to be in. We
are using more and more of our total resources for health
care. We also know that we are not using them very wisely.
There is a lot of waste and ineffectiveness in the system, but
we do not know exactly how much. The famous Institute of
Medicine study estimated that a third of health spending is
wasteful. That figure may or may not have a solid basis, and
it may or may not have changed over time, but we know it is
a lot.
We certainly see the crowding out of other things we value,
especially at the state level. Doug’s state spending chart
could be superimposed on other state functions such as
elementary, secondary, and higher education which are being
crowded out. This phenomenon is not only happening at the
government level, it is also happening to the family budget.
We also know there is health care at the margin that does
not contribute much to health. When we say we would
like to be healthier, that does not mean we should spend
more on health care. It means spend more on the effective
elements of being healthy. Nobody knows exactly how to do
that from a government perspective. We all know the list:
better housing, enhanced environmental conditions, more
exercise, and healthier food, but we are not successfully
promoting these goals. This also applies to inequalities in
health care spending. We should not believe that spending
more on health care for poor people will make them much
healthier. Rather, we need to make them healthier before
they access the health care delivery system.

The federal debt story is not new. Doug and I have been
giving this speech for a very long time, but the situation has
gotten scarier.* The debt is higher in relation to the GDP
and we have more urgency for action. For decades we have
warned that the boomers are coming, and now they are here
and impacting the health care system. “Excess” spending
is trending down, but we do not know exactly why and how
long this will last, and there are worrisome signs that it may
be ticking up. What should we do?
We could ignore the problem and keep borrowing to
support federal and state health care spending, but we know
that is not sustainable. We could raise taxes, and many of us
want government to do this, but that would not do anything
to improve the effectiveness of health care spending even
if it were a realistic possibility. We could, as Louise noted,
cut government spending by reducing federal entitlement
benefits. Likely we would not cut benefits for low-income
recipients, and historically, we have not done that, but some
of you may disagree about this possibility in the future.
We could shift more of the costs to affluent people or cut their
benefits. We could raise the Medicare eligibility age, but I do
not think that accomplishes anything except shift the spending
either to other government programs or to the private sector.
We could means-test Medicare in various ways for those at
the top of the distribution which we are already doing. We
probably should do more, but that will not cut spending. Those
at the top of the income distribution demand health care. They
will figure out how to maintain that spending over time and this
will not improve health care cost-effectiveness.

* Editors Note: On Oct.15, 2018, the U.S. Treasury Department released data on the federal budget deficit for fiscal 2018. It grew to $779
billion, the largest deficit since 2012.
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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We could do some of each, and I believe we should and will.
But it would be much more important to use the significant
leverage of the federal government, now a major part of the
health care spending picture, to make it more cost effective.
I would submit that we have extensively discussed this
but have not made a serious effort to do it. There are two
approaches. One is to rely on market competition. I think
the consensus, even among Republicans, has shifted such
that you cannot rely on individuals becoming sophisticated
shoppers for their own health care. It does not work well.
Instead we need to emphasize market competition among
comprehensive health care plans.
We have just run a large experiment on this; indeed, we are
in the middle of it—it is called the Affordable Care Act! In
my judgment we have learned much about competition; that
it works quite well under some circumstances, especially in
densely populated areas where there are many competing
providers. It does not work well in rural areas where there
is low population and few providers. Competition also does
not work well where the providers are so consolidated that
the plans have no choice but to pay what the providers
demand. Competition among plans can work, but we must
do better about the implementation details. I think part of
the answer is for rural areas to have a public option and for
consolidated areas to have an antitrust-type breakup. We
should be more seriously about this.
The other approach, which Louise mentioned, is alternative
payment mechanisms using the regulatory power of the
government to change the incentives for health providers.
The accountable care organization (ACO) is a nice idea, and
alongside the ACA experiment, we have tested this model.
We have learned that to obtain better results we again
need to be more serious, which explains the limited savings
thus far. Now it is time to take the ACO model and turn it
into something which is less complex and imposes greater
incentives to deliver a cost-effective care. Importantly,
patients do not even know they are in an ACO, so why would
we expect them to better manage their own care while
we have not incented them to do so! We can use bundled
payments, but they have not shown much promise either, and
where they have, we have failed to make them mandatory.
Then there is the price mechanism. We have set payment
reimbursement rates in Medicare and Medicaid, which
has kept the rate of growth down for these programs
relative to the private sector, but there are many problems.
Few doctors want to see Medicaid patients because the
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

We are using more and more
of our total resources for health
care. We also know that we are
not using them very wisely.
reimbursement is so low. In this town, at least, we are
observing more and more doctors who will not even
take Medicare! That is not a great advertisement for
price setting. I am not a big fan of price setting, but the
pharmaceutical industry may be the place where we
ought to do it. We can combine price setting with other
techniques. We can use reference pricing on standard
procedures such as joint replacement to realize outcomes,
but there are many political obstacles in this country.
This leads me to my final point: there is a great temptation
in view of all of this complexity to presume the solution is
very simple. “If we had a single-payer system then these
complexities would all go away.” I think this view is a false
inference from the European experience. It is true that many
European countries, and northern ones especially, have very
good health and much lower spending. The conclusion that
it is because they have a single-payer system which would
work here is, I think, dubious. In part they have better health
because they follow many of the other things that improve
health other than health care. In large part they have lower
spending because the single payer is willing to negotiate
hard with the providers to get better rates, which means
their doctors do not earn as much, their hospitals are not
as profitable, and so forth. The key question is whether
the U.S. wants to give government the serious negotiating
authority with providers that making a single-payer system
work like the Europeans would require? My guess is no.
Politically and practically we have had a single-payer system
in Medicare for a long time. We have allowed our profitable
hospitals, equipment makers, and drug manufacturers to
block most serious negotiation. That drives me back to a
strategy of building on what we have learned: let us do
serious competition among plans, not just in the individual
market, but in Medicare as well. I think we can build on the
success of Medicare Advantage. Let us make much more
serious efforts at alternative payment mechanisms, raise the
experimentation level several notches, and let us not be afraid
to negotiate prices where we think that is appropriate.
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PANEL 1: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Ceci Connolly
Thank you. The three of you have covered significant
territory and I will toss out threads to keep the conversation
going before we ask the audience to contribute. Alice, you
referenced Medicare Advantage in the context of using
the Federal government as an enlightened purchaser to
drive meaningful change. Please say more about how that
program is currently working? It is a form of competition
within a government program. Is it a good model? Could
more be done with it?

Alice Rivlin
Yes and yes. It is a good model but it is still not very
competitive. We could and should move to competitive
bidding in Medicare Advantage. A recent Brookings paper
and an earlier one that I wrote analyze these issues. Do
we need to worry about adverse selection as you increase
competition and leave traditional Medicare in place? I think
that there are ways of avoiding that.

Ceci Connolly
Doug and then Louise: on this broader topic of how to use
government as a purchaser, your thoughts about where we
are today? What more could be done?

Doug Elmendorf
I have believed for a long time that we should strengthen
market forces in the U.S. health insurance and health care
systems in order to put downward pressure on prices and
also quantities. Nevertheless, I recognize that these are
markets where there will always be significant government
subsidies, insurance provision, and many consumers who
do not fully understand what they are consuming or how
to judge it. The conditions that economists favor for
competitive markets to flourish are simply not there. I still
believe that strengthening market forces in the health
care domain could and should be an important part of the
solution, but I am more skeptical now about that approach
than I have been in the past, for three reasons. First,
following my departure from CBO, as I am at liberty to
share my own policy views, I have stated my preference
for a premium support system for Medicare, an expansion
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of Medicare Advantage to competitive bidding, and
to have traditional, fee-for-service Medicare as one of
the competitors. While I still think there is a reasonable
economic case for that policy, the political economic case
is entirely absent. I have watched Republican leadership
spend 8 years trying to destroy a regulated, competitive
system for health insurance for Americans under the age of
65. I have no confidence that they will sustain a regulated,
competitive system for health insurance for Americans
over the age of 65. Lacking that confidence, I think a move
toward a premium support system (voucher system) for
Medicare could amount to rolling back the fundamental
promise of Medicare to ensure that older Americans have
access to health care. I will not support that, and I surmise
that others on the left who would have supported such
a market-oriented compromise will be more reluctant to
do so now. The Republican attacks on the marketplaces in
the Affordable Care Act (ACA) have, as a practical matter,
killed off the possibility of a robust premium support
system in Medicare. That does not mean we could not make
progress on competitive bidding. I would support that, but
it will need to be more limited. The second reason why I
am more skeptical about the role of market forces is the
substantial health care insurer and provider consolidation.
This is particularly problematic in rural areas where there
were never many hospitals to begin with. Even in reasonably
large locations, there will soon be one, two or maybe three
hospitals, and we will begin thinking of these institutions,
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The conditions that economists favor
for competitive markets to flourish
are simply not there. I still believe that
strengthening market forces in the
health care domain could and should
be an important part of the solution,
but I am more skeptical now about that
approach than I have been in the past.
with some justification, as being essentially public utilities.
As much as Americans do not like big government, we are
not that fond of big businesses either. Citizens will want their
local hospitals to be price regulated just as is currently the
case for public utilities. Pushing back against consolidation
makes sense, but a great deal has already occurred at, again,
both the provider and insurer levels. There are legitimate
inefficiencies addressed by consolidation, but there are also
elements of natural monopolies in this context, and enough
consolidated market power to compound the other failings
of the competitive market structure, which I think demand
greater controls. My third reason for market skepticism
is the long lead time for them to take effect, and we have
squandered this time. In the course of my move to Boston, I
found notes from a talk that Alice gave 25 years ago in DC
about budget problems. We have made limited progress, and
particularly in the last decade we have wasted time debating
the wrong things and have not spent the time investing in
needed policy changes. By squandering time, I am referring
not only to federal spending but also to the amounts spent
on health care by state and local governments, and by private
families. Thus, as a practical matter, we will need to take
strong action very soon.

Doug Elmendorf
There have been eight years of attacks on that system, and
for much of it, I had a front row seat. I do not think that the
Paul Ryan / Ron Wyden type of meeting that one could have
envisioned before could reasonably be envisioned now.

Ceci Connolly
Is some of the political behavior because the ACA was
named after a Democratic president and Republicans have a
quite different perspective on Medicare Advantage?

Doug Elmendorf
The biggest difference is that older Americans are a much
more appealing group politically than are lower- and middleincome Americans. Older Americans vote in large numbers.
There is an enlightened sense of a social contract. Thus, there
are multiple reasons to expect broader support for health
insurance subsidies for those aged 65 and older as compared
to younger individuals. Yet, I do not think that difference will
be sufficient to drive a more competitive system for seniors
given the unending attacks on a competitive system within
the ACA. I do not see an easy way to turn that around. Partly
what we have observed in the last 18 months is not a matter
of what a particular law contains, but rather the reigning
political dynamics and how the law is implemented.

Alice Rivlin
But the administration has not destroyed the ACA; the
exchanges are working quite well.

Doug Elmendorf
Yes, in 2017 the exchanges worked well but there have been
further efforts to incrementally chip away at them.

Alice Rivlin
I am not defending the Trump administration.

Ceci Connolly

Ceci Connolly

You are skeptical because of what has happened to the
ACA over the last 8 years, but what about the current
administration’s efforts to chip away at the ACA? Do you
think that there will be a similar effort in Medicare and
Medicare Advantage?

Please tweet that.
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Alice Rivlin
The Republican ethos is ‘we are pro market and pro
competition.’ One could imagine they return to that creed.
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Ceci Connolly
Louise, please comment on alternative payment models and
progress or lack thereof.

Louise Sheiner
We were discussing the notion of using the government
as a purchaser and then we transitioned to a consumer
orientation, which is quite different. Twenty-five years
ago many believed that economists knew the answer to
health care cost control and quality. We should simply have
competing, integrated health plans. It has not transpired in
the private sector. I do not believe that if we only put more
power in the consumer’s hands, outcomes would be much
better. The government represents almost half of health
care (and growing), and has substantial power to affect the
system. With alternative payment models, the government
can actually use its power to sort out inefficiencies rather
than distribute money and hope that consumers effectively
navigate a competitive landscape. The government is trying
to do that. Guarantees were introduced by Medicare. It is
a huge payer and should keep working to provide efficient
health care instead of believing a consumer focus will
magically save the day. I also eagerly await Matt Fiedler’s
presentation since he knows far more about alternative
payment models than I.

Ceci Connolly
Health care employment keeps rising, is that good or bad?

Louise Sheiner
Do we think the problem is that we are devoting too many
real resources to health care, or that we dislike the high
prices we are paying? These are very different issues.
This is the distribution of income issue I mentioned in my
presentation. If we are happy with how many doctors we
have and what we give up societally, and we simply think
doctors make too much money, we should tax them and pay
for health care that way. If we think that we are benefiting
from the increases in real resources supporting health
care, then it is fine for health employment to consistently
rise. We know that there are significant inefficiencies and
therefore we could deliver the equivalent health care with
fewer employees. That does not mean that at the margin
we are not receiving benefits from the new additions as
employment grows. On average, we enjoy what we are
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With alternative payment models,
the government can actually use
its power to sort out inefficiencies
rather than distribute money and
hope that consumers effectively
navigate a competitive landscape.
getting; we are willing to devote these resources at the
margin. Formerly, at such a conference, a panelist might
ask the audience whether they would take the deal to have
10-year-old medical technology at 10-year-old prices and
many hands would shoot up. When I post this deal today, I
see few hands rise. That should tell us something.

Alice Rivlin
We are getting older!

Sally Caine Leathers, Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Innovation
I saw several people nod their head to an interesting
comment by Alice, that we should improve the health of the
poor before they access the health care delivery system.
I would like you to unpack that statement to explain how
we could do that. My assumption is that it will touch on the
social determinants of health, but I would also appreciate
hearing about the connection to costs.

Alice Rivlin
They do connect to health care spending policy but rather
indirectly. Certainly there are instances where our health
care payment system is inhibiting activities that health care
providers know would improve health because they cannot
pay for them. They lie outside the health care bucket. For
example, in a pediatric asthma experiment in Boston, doctors
determined they could reduce costs if they could pay for
home visits, clean up mold, and educate the parents about
what to do rather than rush the child to the emergency room.
Medicaid could not pay for it which is a big problem. We
could do a lot more in that domain with improved payment
mechanisms. Poor people live in bad conditions, including
housing, access to healthy food, and do not exercise if they
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Doug Elmendorf

think they will be shot if they go out their front door. This is
a community planning and resource problem that is not very
closely related to health care in my opinion.

John Rother, National Coalition on Health Care
I would like to raise what I consider to be two serious cost
drivers. First, by at least some estimates, half of total
spending is due to people with multiple chronic conditions.
Second, longer-term, the biggest crisis we face is pediatric
obesity and the implications for their health over a lifetime.
It does not seem that we are taking serious action. Indeed,
we are turning the clock back in California where they have
just repealed their sugar tax.

In my Princeton talk, I emphasized insurance coverage and
health care costs, but my third prong concerned public
health policy. Over long periods of time, the overwhelming
majority of extensions of life in America have been due to
public health advances, not health care per se. I emphasized
opioids, obesity, smoking, and what to do about the risk
of pandemics. These are extraordinarily difficult problems.
Perhaps if we argued less about getting everyone insurance
coverage, we would have more bandwidth to discuss these
public health issues. Alice is exactly right to highlight that
these are not health care issues. We did considerable
research at CBO about the effects of tobacco policy on
health and on budgets. There is current work there on
obesity. These issues matter, but they are complex. I am
vaguely supportive of soda taxation, but I do not know the
evidence. Will they make a difference? Sugar calories are
very different than nicotine.

There are instances where our health
care payment system is inhibiting
activities that health care providers
know would improve health because
they cannot pay for them. They lie
outside the health care bucket.

Louise Sheiner
I agree that those with multiple chronic conditions drive
health spending. I do not know if you are implying that
end-of-life spending is clearly wasteful. People who are
sick receive significant care and some do die, but others
do not. For those, the health care can be very valuable. A
long time ago, I analyzed high spending states and whether
they experienced a disproportionate amount of end-of-life
care, and they did not. They actually spent a bit less. I do not
know the evidence on the sugar tax. I will say frankly, that as
a parent whose child is a little overweight, this is a difficult
issue. On the one hand, medical professionals should provide
nutritional advice. On the other, we are deluged with body
image and eating disorder issues. When a pediatrician told
my daughter to eat less pizza, it was the last time we saw
that provider! I do not think we understand the long-term
implications of youth obesity at the rates we are seeing.
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Louise Sheiner
As Alice said, there are low-hanging fruit opportunities.
We do not give critical investments the attention they
deserve. We allow unsafe levels of lead in water, especially
for poor children, when we know that reduction will pay
for itself multiple times over. Our near-term budgetary
considerations lead us to believe we cannot afford these
investments when, in reality, we cannot afford not to make
them. There are well-researched activities that economically
and morally we should be pursuing.

Caroline Poplin, Arlington Free Clinic
I am a primary care physician. In the last 20-some years,
the health labor force has grown tremendously. The
administrative force relative to all clinicians, not only
doctors, has grown enormously because fulfilling quality
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throughout the system exerted by hospital administrators,
insurers, and so on. For the first time, we have a growing
body of data enabling us to focus on areas that are
responsible for unnecessary costs, such as readmissions or
hospital acquired diseases. Given the combination of data
and spending pressure, will we see a change in excess cost
trends over time? Second, we are witnessing unprecedented
progress in medicine and in fundamental biology. While this
will generate high-cost treatments in the short term, the
long-term health benefits could significantly reduce costs.
We have all seen estimates on how much the nation would
save if we could postpone the onset of Alzheimer’s for five
years. We see breathtaking advances in fundamental health
science every day.
metrics, meeting various competitive demands, developing
market strategies around investment decisions, etcetera are
each very complex. These tasks require many administrators
and analysts. Elisabeth Rosenthal wrote about this in the
New York Times. How much value-add do they provide in
light of their high cost?

Louise Sheiner
As economists, we try to determine how the world works and
how to improve it. You can think of administrators as cost
factors or useful inputs into the production process. With
health care spending at 18% of GDP, it would be crazy not
to have many workers doing cost and quality analyses. That
cannot be done properly with a low administrative workforce.
I do not know if the current level is too high or too low.

Alice Rivlin
We must admit that our system is very complex. It is difficult
to discover prices, and to determine aspects of insurance
coverage such as whether events are insurable. A clear
advantage of single-payer is that it would reduce administrative
costs. I think there are ways short of single-payer that
we should pursue to reduce them. Medicare is not a high
administrative cost program. Nevertheless, it is complicated.
We could dramatically simplify Medicare communications.

David Nexon, Nexon Policy Insights
I would like to present an optimistic (Pollyannaish?) view.
If the 30% waste figure was decreased by 1% per year, our
health care cost growth would soon approach GDP growth.
First, it seems to me that there is significant cost pressure
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Ceci Connolly
I am a big proponent of attacking low- and no-value care,
and waste in the system, but if I were to paraphrase David’s
first question, it would be “Whose paycheck do you want to
take first?”

Doug Elmendorf
I would like to ally myself with your general spirit of optimism
about the world, but I am concerned. There is a question of
whose paycheck you want to take, but I believe the larger
question is whose care do you not want to give? It is easy
to say in the aggregate, in retrospect, that care is wasted.
It is far more difficult to say in the present that your MRI is
unnecessary. One significant difference in the U.S., in addition
to lifestyle, is our attitude about who is entitled to what form
of health care, whenever they and their doctor demand it. This
is the ultimate crux of the problem in terms of the quantities of
health care that are provided: how do we make better decisions
at an individual level that people find consistent with our
moral system. For the prices, it is more a matter of, can we use
market forces to the maximum extent coupled with necessary
price controls or other regulation to push them down? I think
there is a plausible case that we can lower the prices or their
rate of growth sufficiently to push down health care spending
growth to your 1 percentage point target.

Alice Rivlin
I do think we have low-hanging fruit in very high profit
industries, including pharmaceuticals and big hospital
systems that could be tackled.
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PANEL 2: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH CARE COST DRIVERS
WELCOME AND OVERVIEW
Elisabeth Rosenthal
I sit here as the journalist on the panel. I love this because
I can represent the actual patient experience among all
these esoteric theories. We hear of considerable suffering
and demand for solutions because people are spending 30%
of their household income on health care. Their insurance
rates are rising to unsustainable levels, especially for those
who are not subsidized. We had a new survey saying that
40% of people in Texas could not afford their medical bills.
When people say Americans want this expensive medicine,
I would push back. They do not want a colonoscopy after
they turn 80; they are told they need one. They do not
want a painkiller that costs $1,200, when it is simply Motrin
and Pepcid put together. They do not want their Remicade
infusion in a fancy suite that it is billed to their insurer at
$110,000. This is what they are given because they think
they need it. They do not see those bills until after the care
is delivered. You can see why this is my obsession.
I covered health care costs at the New York Times, wrote
a book about it, and now am the editor-in-chief at Kaiser
Health News. We do a monthly series with National

Public Radio called “Bill of the Month” where we dissect
outrageous medical bills. We have too many to choose
from. It is appalling and shocking to see the many ways that
patients get caught with lackluster, sometimes unnecessary
care, and huge bills they cannot afford. I hope we hear ideas
about cost drivers and potential solutions.

A NEW WAY TO DEFINE VALUE IN CANCER CARE
Peter Bach
Thank you for having me. I would like to give an overview
of pharmaceutical pricing and policy. I run a group called
the Drug Pricing Lab at Memorial Sloan Kettering. We are
funded by Kaiser Permanente as well as the Laura and John
Arnold Foundation. We focus on primarily federal policy
and solutions related to the pharmaceutical sector.
Figure 1 shows examples of our recent work:
cc Indication-based pricing, which the nation’s two largest
pharmacy benefit managers adopted as an approach
cc An estimate we shared with the recent administration
to give a sense of international pricing. We showed that
the excess prices paid in the U.S. for pharmaceuticals
compared to European countries (even the benchmark
European prices) funded global research and
development at about 1.7 times over cost. When the
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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pharmaceutical sector says that the U.S. subsidizes
research and development, they are actually only telling
half the story.

FIGURE 1.

cc We have written about outcomes-based contracts
cc We suggested the federal government buy the company
Gilead from its shareholders at a premium to treat
hepatitis C, which actually would have provided huge
savings, but for some reason they did not do it!
Here are other examples of our work (Figure 2). On
our website we track all federal policy proposals on
pharmaceutical reform—those circulating on the hill, as well
as those proposed by major think tanks such as Brookings.
We have put various state budgets into focus relative to
financing pharmaceuticals. In Louisiana we created a web
game where you can try to allocate discretionary funding
in the state to pay for hepatitis C treatment. It highlights
exactly what you must defund in order to pay for the high
burden of disease in that relatively poor state. We do this
work to illustrate the important trade-offs to policymakers.
These represent instances when spending on the margin
cannot be ignored.

FIGURE 2.

We analyzed the Trump blueprint on changes to 340B
eligibility. A few hours after this was released, we published
a brief showing that the way the administration constructed
the rules, the only hospitals that would lose eligibility resided
in blue states.
I conceptualize the problem as follows: the central
dogma for excess prices of pharmaceuticals over the
competitive marginal production costs is that we must
pay an opportunity cost. We pay much more than the cost
of production and distribution for new drugs because
we will glean the rewards as the higher prices incentivize
innovation. But the challenge we face right now is that those
opportunity costs lead to unaffordable drugs, collapsing
insurance structures, declining value for today’s goods, and
diminished access. What we are giving up is enormous.

FIGURE 3.

I illustrate this challenge in Figure 3. The blue dots show
rising prices of cancer drugs for a month of therapy,
normalized for inflation, since the dawn of the Medicare
program. Note that the left-hand, y-axis is plotted on a log
scale! In fact, the price of cancer drugs has risen roughly a
hundred fold in this graph. The argument is that high prices
drive innovation, and perhaps they do, if you confer causality
to this. The rate of cancer drug approvals per five-year
segment is shown on the right hand, y-axis. These are for
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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new molecular entities. It is on a linear scale and has risen
about threefold over the same period.

FIGURE 4.

The problem is not that prices are rising, it is that we are
experiencing declining value. I illustrate this problem in
Figure 4, which is totally unfair both to Apple and the
pharmaceutical sector! The orange line shows the cost per
year for an iPhone contract per unit of processing power.
Monthly charges for iPhones have stayed flat but the device
we carry around is different and much better. It has far
more processing power and is much more distracting (the
bad part). The iPhone on this metric, adjusted for inflation,
is becoming more valuable. The blue line shows the price
of Gleevec in the U.S. since the new formulation that is
currently marketed. The exact same drug grows 3 times in
price, clearly representing declining value.
Figure 5 presents a more empirically-based analysis of this
issue. It shows the cost per life year gained for new cancer
drugs from 1996 to 2014, normalized for inflation and
duration of therapy. The number of life years we buy per
dollar shows a median of about $50,000 in 2013 dollars
in the mid-1990s. The cost is $250,000 in 2014, and an
estimated $320,000 now per added life year. This is the
declining value. We are getting new drugs, some of which
are exciting, but what we pay relative to what we gain is
rising.
We should care about this because there are many highneed, high-priority items we will not be purchasing because
of this drug cost burden. Again, our current system is built
on the promise that if we pay excess prices we will get
innovation that should flow to health improvements for
society. Figure 6, taken from a Health Affairs article, shows
that we rank lowest across major Western countries in
terms of cancer drug access even though we rank highest in
spending.

FIGURE 5.

FIGURE 6.

U.S. patients stop taking their medications vastly more often
than patients in other countries because their insurance is
not as robust (Figure 7). Those trends are getting worse.
The amount of coinsurance and number of plans that have
high out-of-pocket deductibles, both in the exchanges and
in employer-based insurance, are rising (Figure 8). Some
people call that having more skin in the game; others call it
increases in financial vulnerability. It is truly the same math.
The pharmaceutical sector has taken a very firm stance.
It is nice to look back at the heady days when we did not
know what to do! A tweet from Pfizer CEO Ian Read came
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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before the deal made with Donald Trump which apparently
solved drug pricing a few nights ago. In it, he says that we
do not have a drug pricing problem, we essentially have a
drug affordability problem. He is claiming that the insurance
sector is the problem.
After analyzing this problem, my team and other groups
have settled on what we consider to be the least bad option:
value-based pricing (a form of price setting). We should
price new drugs entering the market to align with their
benefit. DrugAbacus, which I discuss below, the Institute
for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER), and most OECD
countries all employ a form of this health technology
assessment. Value-based pricing is different from valuebased contracting or outcomes-based contracting,
currently being aggressively pushed by PhRMA (with some
success), in which drug prices are set by companies and
there are post hoc rebates or discounts negotiated for
“underperformance.” We reviewed these issues in articles in
JAMA and Annals of Internal Medicine.

FIGURE 7.

FIGURE 8.

Our current system is built on the
promise that if we pay excess prices
we will get innovation that should flow
to health improvements for society.
The idea of value-based pricing is to explicitly and
mathematically derive the price of a drug based on the
drug’s features. It concedes multiple failures of the market,
makes the “prize for innovation” clear (big financial rewards
for big breakthroughs), and makes patient costs low when
prices are appropriate (even if still high). That is, we could
have low coinsurance if we were not using co-pays to try to
modulate prices.

FIGURE 9.

I would like to discuss a tool that we developed called
DrugAbacus with which you may enjoy experimenting. We
combine inputs on how well a drug works, a profile of side
effects, whether it treats a rare disease, etcetera, and then
use a health-technology-assessment-approach to estimate
a value-based price (Figure 9). It is essentially an equation
for determining drug prices. I can illustrate schematically,
using real drugs with the current actual price, and the one
that would prevail according to different parameter values.
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The most straightforward example is changing our societal
preference for the value of a quality-adjusted life year
(QALY). We would be willing to pay more for all drugs if
we decided that we had a higher QALY threshold. And the
converse is true if we decide we want to pay less for rare
diseases. This approach enables us to put these trade-offs
squarely in front of policymakers. We can do this using
the math in a transparent fashion, though determining the
proper equation is challenging. But there is no doubt we
should be doing this.
Figure 10 shows the end result using work by ICER that
compares the two PCSK9 drugs intended to prevent
cardiovascular events from high cholesterol, Repatha and
Praluent. ICER’s analysis of the benefits of these drugs,
using a $150,000 per QALY benchmark, is that they should
cost about $2,000 given their benefits are limited. As I
mentioned, this value-based pricing idea has been co-opted
by the industry into what they call outcomes contracting.
They retain the prices they would like to charge, then they
offer a refund or rebate if the drug does not work. For
$14,000 per year for Repatha, Amgen says they will give
a refund if the drug does not work, and they define ‘does
not work’ as the patient on it suffering a heart attack.
The cognitive dissonance in this case is that the drug is a
preventive service, implying that everyone who does not
have a heart attack benefited from the drug! This is simply
wrong, but more importantly, the math is wrong. ICER
said the drug should cost about $2,000 a year. Amgen
charges $14,000 a year. The ambient rate of heart attacks
is about 3%, so the net effect is a 3% decline in price—if
Amgen honored those promises as opposed to fighting
each one of them in court. This is the difference between
value-based pricing using what I demonstrated, versus
allowing the manufacturer to keep its price and negotiate a
small concession linked to an outcome that is rare, settling
nowhere close to the price it should be in the first place.

FIGURE 10.

This approach enables us to put
these trade-offs squarely in front of
policymakers. We can do this using
the math in a transparent fashion,
though determining the proper
equation is challenging. But there is
no doubt we should be doing this.

Italy is about ten years ahead of us on experimenting with
these methods, though they have been somewhat captive
to the pharmaceutical industry. They are in a position to
implement national health policy, yet over this decade,
they have reduced drug spending by only about 1 percent.
At best, this approach is a distraction, at worst it is a Trojan
horse for other policy goals, such as loosening off-label
marketing restrictions, or undoing Medicaid best price
regulations.
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EXPLAINING SLOW GROWTH IN MEDICARE SPENDING
Melinda Buntin
I am delighted to return to the sustainable health spending
symposium. Paul and Ani invite me back about every other
year to speak. I get to talk on a subject that I have been
obsessed with for years, first at CBO, and, since my tenure
there, in ongoing research that I have been doing with
support from the Commonwealth Fund. I also get to be in
front of an audience for whom I do not have to define excess
cost growth, and for whom Louise Sheiner has already set the
standard for speaking rapidly and sounding brilliant!
In my previous symposium presentations, my role has been
to be the optimist trumpeting continued slow growth in
health care costs. Of course, there is a challenge each year
coming up with something new to say. I think the appropriate
focus this year is on the widespread attention the role of
health care prices is receiving. The underlying discussion of
excessive health care spending growth has shifted away from
changes in technology, population aging and other changes in
beneficiary characteristics, and disease prevalence (especially
chronic disease) toward the role of prices.
In the 1990s we had high rates of per person cost growth
which is, in my opinion, the variable that most deserves our
attention (Figure 1). Not incidentally, we are very happy
that baby boomers are surviving long enough to age into
Medicare! There are other societal trends such as fertility
that that have been mentioned thus far that are beyond
the control even of health policy wonks. Many of us well
remember the high per person cost growth of the 1990s,
and for some of us it was a key topic we studied in graduate
school. In the 2000s, the rates were similar or slightly
lower. Gross domestic product (GDP) growth stalled and we
began to worry about it even more in the 2000s. Moving
to bars on the far right, we see 2010 to 2016 rates, with the
blue bar showing an extremely low rate of cost growth for
Medicare—about 1.6 percent per year over this time period.
(The rate is higher for national health expenditures overall,
but again much lower than it had been in prior decades.)
This invites the question what did we do to obtain this highly
desirable result?

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

What is going on? I put Figure 2 in portrait format to
highlight that blue line shooting up. I did this because that
is the trend that policymakers find most interesting; that is,
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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growth in total Medicare expenditures that incorporates the
growth in the population as well as the per person spending
growth. It has risen dramatically over the past decade. But
per person spending has only increased a small amount,
especially after adjusting for payment rate updates. My
focus is on the adjusted per capita spending without Part D,
and you can see how flat its growth has been. It incorporates
all of the changes in utilization after I remove price
increases. To make these adjustments, my team reviewed in
detail Federal Register notices, MedPAC reports and other
data to deflate the prices. Of course, there is a relationship
between prices and quantities. That interaction is still in this
chart, but the pure price effect has been removed.
We are left with mean, payment-adjusted Medicare per
beneficiary spending decreasing between the early and
later part of that time segment (Figure 3). It is decreasing
despite the fact that we observe increases in the prevalence
of chronic conditions, yet we are actually spending less per
person with chronic conditions. We published our findings
in the journal Health Services Research for those interested
in the details. A major part of that fourth from the left bar
on chronic disease condition prevalence and our spending
level per prevalent case stems from heart disease. It is being
offset somewhat by higher spending per person for diseases
such as Alzheimer’s and depression.
I have just said that prices play a large role in this, but
Medicare prices have actually been increasing modestly
compared to private insurance prices (Figure 4). I think that
the health policy conversation is shifting to this differential
between Medicare prices, which are administratively set
and only rise with changes in input prices (via market basket
updates), and private prices which are increasing at a much
higher rate. For example, looking at the left hand side of
the figure, you can see that the Medicare inpatient payment
rates are rising at less than half the rate of private insurance
payment rates over the period of 2012 to 2015.
I have not shown prescription drugs on this slide because I
knew Peter would be covering that. They do look somewhat
different and they represent an area where capturing price
effects is much more difficult because there is so much
technological change occurring. The fact that I have been
optimistic over the past few years that we will see this
continued slow Medicare spending growth is because of
the work I just presented. However, prescription drugs are
an arena in which we are forecasting ever higher spending
growth with more high-priced drugs coming onto the
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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FIGURE 5.

market in the future (Figure 5). I think this situation bears
the most scrutiny in terms of how we can get our money’s
worth; that is, the value we should expect to receive from
our spending on prescription drugs.
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REFORMING THE STRUCTURE OF MEDICARE PROVIDER PAYMENT: WHERE DO
WE GO FROM HERE?
Matt Fiedler
Thank you very much for having me. Melinda discussed
policy options for prices in the context of Medicare. I am
going to focus on the set of policy tools to grapple with
inefficient utilization in Medicare. There has been significant
effort over the last several years on testing new ways of
paying for care in Medicare aimed at reducing the inefficient
utilization encouraged by fee-for-service payment. We now
have a decent amount of evidence, though some of it is still
preliminary, on how some of those initiatives are working.
I will review that evidence and discuss what we should take
away from it in terms of next steps.
We can group recent approaches to reforming the structure
of Medicare payment into two major buckets as shown in
Figure 1:
cc Pay-for-performance systems and
cc Alternative payment models
On the pay-for-performance side, these sit very closely on
top of existing fee-for-service payment systems. Providers
are measured on a broad set of cost and quality metrics
which lead to upward or downward adjustments in fee-forservice payment rates. Within that broad category there
are two subtypes. One, are these broad-based systems
containing many quality and resource utilization measures
that all get lumped together. Examples are the hospital
FIGURE 1.

value-based purchasing system or the merit-based incentive
payment system (MIPS) for physicians that was created
under the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act
(MACRA). The evidence suggests that these broad-based
systems do not work very well.
A good illustration of this fact comes from a terrific study by
Eric Roberts and colleagues that analyzed the value modifier
for physicians, created by the Affordable Care Act, and
replaced to some extent by MIPS in MACRA (Figure 2). They
exploited the fact that the value modifier payment bonuses
were only available to clinicians with ten or more people
in their practice, and negative payment adjustments were
only possible for clinicians with more than 100 clinicians in
their practice. If this payment structure was truly motivating
clinicians to change the way they practice, you would expect
to see fairly large improvements in performance at that ten
clinician and 100 clinician threshold. They do not find much
evidence of that. Those point estimates are a little noisy, and
you could argue that there may be meaningful effects hiding
underneath if they had more statistical power. However,
other researchers have analyzed these programs with other
research designs, and the bottom line is that there is very
little evidence that this approach—taking many measures
and the kitchen sink, throwing them together, and adjusting
payment rates on that basis—will allow much progress.
While some programs in the broad category of pay-forperformance systems combine many different types of
measures, others are much more targeted. For example, the
hospital readmissions reduction program reduces payments
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for hospitals that have high readmission rates. There is
evidence that this program led to substantial reductions
in hospital readmission rates (Figure 3). There is room for
debate about how much of this decline was a causal effect
of the readmissions reduction program versus other factors,
as well as how much of that effect represents shifting
from readmissions to other types of outpatient hospital
encounters. However, the balance of the evidence suggests
that this program did meaningfully contribute to the decline
in readmission rates over this period.
Why do results differ between the broader pay-forperformance systems and those targeted at specific
outcomes? The broad-based programs often combine
measures in a mechanical and opaque way. In many of
these systems, it is difficult to determine what incentive
is attached to improvement on any particular metric. In
fact, the underlying incentives are often haphazard and
not tied to what we might think the value of improvement
on this metric versus that metric might be. Also, for the
broader-based systems, the incentives tied to any particular
measure are often weak given the relatively small size of
current payment adjustments. Conversely, the readmissions
reduction program is targeted to very specific outcomes
that providers can readily measure, understand, and respond
to, and the magnitude of the incentive per readmission is
quite large—arguably too large in some cases.
I turn now to the other payment approach bucket,
alternative payment models (APMs). This is a catch-all term
and there are many types of interventions that have been
traveling under this heading. The first is medical home
models. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) Innovation Center has been testing models where
medical homes provide primary care practices monthly per
beneficiary payments in exchange for performing various
care coordination activities prescribed by CMS (there is
a core set of activities but also some latitude allowed by
CMS). There is often some layering of incentive payments
on top, but the distinctive intervention in medical home
models is prescriptive; we pay practices to engage in
specific activities.
The other two models are focused much more directly
on changing the incentives that providers face when they
deliver care. Episode payment models replace fee-forservice payment with a single payment for all services during
an “episode” of patient care. In practice, these models can
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FIGURE 3.

be more complicated with payment being made on a feefor-service basis as care is being delivered and the provider
is held accountable for how the actual spending compares
to the bundle or target price ex post. The incentives this
arrangement creates may be somewhat different, but at
least conceptually, the process is similar to an up-front,
prospective bundled payment.
Accountable care organizations (ACOs) represent the final
(and the largest) APM. More than a quarter of traditional
Medicare beneficiaries are associated with a provider
operating within an ACO. Under an ACO model, providers
are given a “benchmark” for total spending. Those who
spend below that benchmark get to keep a portion of the
savings. In some ACO models, providers who spend over the
benchmark have to pay back the excess spending (two-sided
risk), but this represents a small share of ACO participants.
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What is the evidence on these three broad categories
of interventions? To start, I am showing you results from
the final evaluation of the Comprehensive Primary Care
Initiative, the main medical home model that the Innovation
Center has been testing over the last several years (Figure
4). They found that, ignoring the care management fees
that are being paid to practices, there is a modest, though
not statistically significant, reduction in spending. However,
once the care management fees are included, there is, if
anything, an increase in overall resource use. Of course, you
might not need to pay the care management fees as large as
the ones paid here in order to get practices to perform the
set of activities required under the model, but even if care
management fees were reduced sharply, any savings from this
model would have been quite small. From my perspective, the
evidence thus far on these models is fairly discouraging.
The evidence for bundled payments is more encouraging.
The main model for which we have evidence thus far
is Medicare’s Bundled Payment for Care Improvement
Initiative (BPCI), which is a voluntary model that analyzes
30-plus types of hospital-based episodes. We now have
about three years of data. Figure 5 shows the weighted
average reduction in spending across all the episodes for
those models using a true bundled payment, in that it
combines both the acute and post-acute portion of care
around the episode, based on the official evaluation of
that model. Those data show a 2.6 percent reduction in
average episode spending under that model. Carroll and
co-authors published an analysis of a multi-payer perinatal
episode model in Arkansas that bundled prenatal delivery
and postnatal care in private insurance and Medicaid. They
found a 3.8 percent reduction in average episode spending.
This evidence shows that bundled payment can drive
providers to change care patterns in ways that reduce the
amount of resources used during these episodes, and there
is no evidence this harms quality. Quality may even have
improved modestly in the Arkansas case. The catch for BPCI
is that the savings have been captured by the providers
rather than by Medicare. That is a solvable problem. It
is possible to design episode payments models in which
Medicare captures its share of the savings and providers do
not end up with all of them.
Turning to ACOs, the best work has been done by Michael
McWilliams and co-authors. They have found evidence of
modest reductions in overall spending under ACOs over the
first two years of the Medicare Shared Savings Program,
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which accounts for the majority of ACO participation
(Figure 6). The savings have been modest—less than 3% in
all cases. There is some evidence that savings grew from the
first to the second year of the program. It is plausible that
we are seeing a learning process that may continue over
time, but it is too early to say. As with the bundled payment
models, there is an issue of who captures these savings.
There is a reduction in the overall cost of the care delivered,
but what Medicare, the payer, receives on net depends on
the amount of shared savings payments to providers. In
2013, those bonus payments more than offset the gross
savings to Medicare. In 2014, it was a small amount of net
savings to Medicare. To the extent there are real resource
savings, there is an opportunity for Medicare to extract a
portion by setting the benchmarks against which plans and
providers are measured appropriately, and by adjusting
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the reconciliation methodology by which it is determined
whether providers owe money or are eligible for savings.

FIGURE 6.

Where does that leave us? My assessment of this evidence
would be that pay-for-performance and medical homes
show discouraging results. Evidence on models that
more fundamentally change provider incentives, like
episode models and ACOs, shows that these models are
not homeruns, but that they are generating incremental
benefits, benefits that are likely to grow as we tinker with
the underlying financial structures. Given that, what would a
tentative path forward look like if, for example, a window to
pass legislation in this area were to open tomorrow? I have
several recommendations.
First, we should end cross-cutting pay-for-performance
programs. While these programs are not doing any harm, they
do involve meaningful compliance costs for providers and
are not achieving benefits in terms of improved efficiency or
quality of care. That does not apply, from my perspective, to
the more targeted pay-for-performance programs such as
reducing readmissions. There is likely room to improve these
programs, but they are generating benefits.
Second, we should implement bundles on a mandatory basis
for a range of clearly defined episodes, ideally via legislation.
The ability of providers to opt in and out of voluntary models
makes it too difficult to establish payment methodologies
that both create strong incentives to make care more
efficient and enable Medicare to capture a portion of the
savings being generated. Mandatory bundled payments
could be deployed administratively through the Innovation
Center but it would be a long and painful process, which is
why I favor a legislative approach. The downside of episode
payment models is that they are suitable for only a subset
of overall spending. We also want to create incentives
to encourage providers to decrease the need for these
episodes in the first place, which bundling will never do.
Thus, third, it is worth continuing to tinker with medical
homes, at modest scale. Perhaps we will one day discover a
magic formula that gets providers to undertake efficiencyimproving activities that generate savings that exceed the
cost of paying them to do those things. There would be real
value to having an approach that could generate savings
without requiring providers to bear the level of financial risk
involved in episode or, particularly, ACO models.

spending will grow over time. Again, a key challenge is
capturing savings for Medicare in the context of a voluntary
program, so we should create stronger incentives for ACO
participation. With selective participation of providers,
we often face a choice between establishing a program
with weak incentives or one in which the providers take
Medicare to the cleaners! While it is difficult to conceive of
a mandatory ACO program, we could build on the structure
that was created under MACRA and increase the size of
the bonus payments for providers that participate in APMs,
which could have the effect of making ACO participation
progressively less voluntary over time.
Finally, it is important to remember that alternative
payment models are only one available policy tool. We have
many other tools beyond APMs that we can and should be
using to discourage inefficient utilization. We also ultimately
need to address the unit prices of services, which APMs do
not address.
*Editor’s note: new research by Amol Navathe, et al., dramatically
supports bundled payments. Second, for an update by McWilliams
and colleagues suggesting that ACOs are generating modest, but
meaningful savings, see here. For an update by Finkelstein, et al.,
on bundles, showing evidence of substantial post-acute savings,
see here. Finally, this paper by Maddox, et al., suggests that early
results from bundled payments for medical episodes under BPCI
is less encouraging than experience for surgical episodes (as
compared to the pooled surgical and medical episodes discussed
above).

Fourth, despite the modest impacts of ACOs to date,
I believe that the positive effects of those models on
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE SPENDING
Lauren Taylor
Thank you for having me. I will try to take this session home.
It is my job to incorporate social determinants of health
(SDOH) and social service spending into this conversation.
I am gratified that today many “bread crumbs” have already
been dropped along the way in contrast to several other
recent meetings I have attended with scant attention paid
to SDOH.
I will make five points about health care and social services:
cc Programmatic-level health care savings from SDOH
interventions. By SDOH I am considering non-medical
interventions affecting housing, nutrition supports,
transportation, loneliness, and social isolation. (I will use
SDOH interventions interchangeably with social service
interventions or social service spending.)
cc National health care savings from social service
investments, that is, bumping-up a unit of analysis.

FIGURE 1.

cc Health outcomes improvements from social service
investments. It is only helpful to talk about health care
savings, utilization, and spending to the extent that they
generate returns for population health. In this context, I
believe the evidence for SDOH is quite clear.
cc A new means of potentially financing social service
investments—a forthcoming paper with Len Nichols.
cc I will end with an open policy question (intentionally
provocative?): how should we fund social services going
forward; not from where the money will come, but
rather, how should we direct it.
There is robust evidence demonstrating programmatic
savings from SDOH investments at the hospital, insurer,
and clinic levels. Our host Paul Hughes-Cromwick
published an amazing report on non-emergency medical
transportation in 2005. I hold this up as a model in the way
he and his colleagues specifically analyzed cost savings
based on individuals’ disease type, age, and demographic
status. This spring, there was a fabulous paper in Health
Affairs about medically tailored meals and their home
delivery to a set of patients in a dually eligible Medicare/
Medicaid insurance plan. They found $220 of savings
per month, per person including the cost of those meals
(Figure 1).
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Much of the evidence around SDOH at the programmatic
level gets a bad rap because it is funded by small grants or
community benefit spending, and is conducted by physician
champions, not full-time impact evaluators. Often the
sample size is too small, and there are inadequate control
groups. That is a misrepresentation of the evidence in so
far as there is high-quality research which is emerging more
quickly now than ever. This home-delivered meals paper
used an incredibly sophisticated matching technique. While
it was not a randomization, it is nonetheless rigorous. I
believe that the evidence at the program level is quite good
in, for example, nutrition, transportation, housing research,
and loneliness interventions. CareMore Health, a California
insurer, stood-up a loneliness program with a simple
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intervention sending social workers into people’s homes
and to make phone calls to individuals who self-identified
as socially isolated. They found roughly 18 percent annual
decrease in utilization. These are real savings there for the
taking.
However, there is no evidence that more social service
spending will save health care dollars at the national level.
This spring, a widely acclaimed paper by Irene Papanicolas
and colleagues asked the question of whether more social
service spending constrains national health care spending.
They fell in love with the standard narrative about U.S.
health care spending, that it is more about prices than
utilization. Therefore, social service spending is not a big
driver. But this deserves further investigation, since they
were not modeling anything. There was no statistical analysis
to assess the relationship between health spending and
social service spending.
It is important to recognize the complexity affecting
comparisons between the programmatic and national levels.
At the program level, we see these SDOH interventions
creating real returns for specific populations. At the national
level, we have an open question about the relationship
between social service spending and health spending,
either inflating or constraining it. Clearly, there are many
other health care spending drivers, and we have never
made serious attempts to cap health care spending, thus
we should not be surprised that identifying this relationship
is difficult. We should be very specific about the level of
analysis when we discuss SDOH and their impact on health
care dollars. Is it at the state level, the county level, or the
national level? What program are we citing? Recognizing
these different parameters is important, and we should be
comfortable with the inherent ambiguity.
These considerations also illustrate how very important
targeting is for SDOH interventions at the programmatic
level. In the housing context, in a housing first approach,
you can provide housing, or pay for someone’s rent, or
pay for support services. For chronically homeless with
other risk factors, whoever finances the housing for those
individuals can actually make money back via reduced health
care utilization. That said, my mom already has a house,
thus paying for her to have a second home will not create
financial returns. Different populations can be expected to
have different responses to various SDOH interventions,
both in terms of their health outcomes and their health care
utilization. This is where the science truly matters.
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

FIGURE 2.

There is solid evidence that social service spending is
associated with positive health outcomes at the national,
state, and county level (Figure 2). For models where the
outcome variable is life expectancy or maternal mortality,
including social service spending as an independent variable
produces robust effects. In an exhaustive study, Rand
replicated original work by Elizabeth Bradley, relating health
outcomes to social expenditures across OECD countries,
finding this spending to be quite important.
At the state level, a team led by Elizabeth Bradley on which
I participated demonstrated that, across the 50 states,
social service spending was associated with improved
health outcomes. Of course, there are different ways to
measure the independent variable. In the Rand study, they
used percent of gross domestic product. We used the ratio
of social service and health care spending. For given total
spending, states that more strongly prioritized social service
spending, as opposed to health service spending, saw better
health outcomes.

Different populations can be expected
to have different responses to
various SDOH interventions, both in
terms of their health outcomes and
their health care utilization. This is
where the science truly matters.
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It is terribly important to be epistemologically humble about
possible reverse causation in these regression analyses;
the arrow can certainly go both ways. A state that invests
more in social service spending begets a healthy population
because people have their basic needs met. They are
constraining their own utilization of health care. Conversely,
a state that has a very sick population must spend more
on health care, which therefore drains its own capacity
to invest in social services. In Massachusetts, health care
spending rose 21% between 2004 and 2014. Since states
cannot run a deficit, financing excess spending often comes
from education, parks, police, and housing, exactly what was
found in Massachusetts. There is a vicious cycle of spending
more on health care thus starving budgets that would fund
SDOH investments.
At the county level, this paper asked whether social service
spending is associated with outcomes as measured by the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation County Health Rankings.
The results were, again, quite positive.

There is a vicious cycle of
spending more on health care
thus starving budgets that would
fund SDOH investments.
Given their importance, how should we galvanize new
resources for SDOH interventions? A paper by Len
Nichols and me, “Social Determinants as Public Goods: A
New Approach to Financing Key Investments In Healthy
Communities,” will appear in the August Health Affairs. The
problem we are addressing is how to spur public financing of
items, such as better housing or asthma programs, when we
are not willing to raise taxes or put hard caps on health care
spending. We conceptualize SDOH as public goods. I think
that is legitimate because a barrier preventing health care
entities from making investments such as non-emergency
medical transportation, even when they will benefit from
them, is that they are concerned about “leakage”—they
will make the investment and other health organizations
will reap the benefits. In the case of churning, a Medicaid
managed care plan may make significant investments in their
members only to see them migrate to another plan. This is a
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FIGURE 3.

variant of the “free rider problem,” and it should be solvable
using available market failure correcting mechanisms.
We proposed a new financing model wherein stakeholders
(insurance plans, hospital systems, etcetera) would
confidentially “bid” on the amount that SDOH investments
would be worth to them. If we were to provide nonemergency medical transportation to everyone in the state
of Massachusetts on Medicaid, what would that be worth to
each stakeholder? They would estimate the value of fewer
missed appointments and reduced readmissions. There is
actually a mechanism using auction theory where costs
can be assigned to the stakeholders. We describe a 12-step
implementation process for bidding on, and implementing,
jointly-funded projects. It is a local solution that requires
all relevant stakeholders to be at the table. They would bid
to a carefully selected, trusted broker who coordinates the
process. We are seeking sites to test this model in the real
world, recognizing that auction theory and the supporting
plan look good on paper, but may not work in the real world.
An important caveat is that not all SDOH programs will be
attractive to health care players. For example, educational
investments, which we know create huge dividends to
health, have far too long of a timeline to be palatable or
interesting to a managed care plan or health system. Even if
our program is wildly successful, it will not by itself lead us
to the Promised Land. Nonetheless, any time we can make
self-interest and public interest align, that is a pretty good
idea!
Finally, I would like to pose an open policy question: how
should we fund new social service investments (Figure
3)? We are actively inserting SDOH programming and
social service financing into the health care system. Are
we heedlessly rushing into this? Consider accountable
communities for health or Medicaid redesigns. The
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government is providing new monies to health care
institutions and asking them to build food pantries or
transportation fleets, or in the best-case scenario, contract
for these services from community-based organizations.
Funding social services via the health care delivery system is
clearly a politically pragmatic strategy because no one wants
to be seen as advocating an expansion of the welfare state,
for example, growing the state budget line for transitional
assistance. We know that health care is highly reactive to
the right incentives. I think there is a sense of inertia that
we developed penalties to force providers to pay attention
to readmissions, so why not devise incentives to have them
expand social service delivery?
There are equity and efficiency considerations at play here.
Before we go whole hog into transitioning from the view

that SDOH are important and therefore, we should entirely
hand over this domain of life and social service provision
to the health care industry, it is at least worth thinking
hard about the potential trade-offs or other viable options.
Should these instead be funded through the social service
delivery system? My economist friends tell me that funding
through the health care delivery system is essentially a
second best strategy, but the only feasible option. This
worries me and makes me wonder if we are witnessing a
failure of political imagination. The health care industry
has enormous political capital. They have not historically
used it to lobby for additional education or transportation
or housing funding, but now are beginning to value these
programs relative to their own livelihoods. If they showed
up at state capitals or on the Hill, could we see a different
political landscape around which to be making this decision?

PANEL 2: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Elisabeth Rosenthal
I think we have solid material for a fruitful discussion.
I come from outside the Washington health policy and
economics world, and would like to think outside the box.
Lauren, nonprofit hospitals receive significant tax breaks
for providing community benefits. Why is that pool of
money not being used for social service spending? I want
to underline that these theories work well from 30,000
feet, but on the ground it is a different story. For example,
hospitals make substantial money from inappropriate asthma
ER visits. How do we get hospitals to have less concern with
their bottom line and more attention to appropriate health
policy?

Lauren Taylor
Nonprofit hospital behavior is one of my favorite axes to
grind; thank you for raising it. Your point about making
money on inappropriate asthma admissions is spot on. This is
where the targeting issue matters. For part of their book of
business, for example, their capitated Medicaid Accountable
Care Organization (ACO), or Medicaid redesigns in
Massachusetts or New York, they are no longer making
that money. In those cases, the incentives are aligned to
reduce hospitalizations. If that means initiating a medicallytailored meals program or a mold remediation program,
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it is working well now. However, it raises huge inequality
concerns. For example, imagine twin brothers—one in a
Medicaid managed care program, the other in Medicaid feefor-service—walk through the door with the same clinical
presentation. They both have social determinants of health
needs. Can a health system refer the brother that is in the
managed care program to a food pantry and not refer the
other brother? How fair are these arrangements, especially
when we consider basic needs such as food and housing,
and how these strategically relate to the hospital bottom
line. But I think the incentives are evolving. We can continue
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the work on the price and alternative payment system side
which will create fertile ground for more ambitious social
determinants of health programs.

Elisabeth Rosenthal
Anyone else want to tackle that?

Melinda Buntin
There are people here today who were with me on a national
academy panel about two years ago that deliberated the
issue of, might we be penalizing the hospitals that are
serving people with more social risk factors as we move
towards value-based payments. Allow me a brief tangent.
We used the term social risk factors because we thought it
appealed both to clinicians who can understand what a risk
factor is, and also to policymakers who say if something
is deterministic they do not want to hear about it; they
do not understand why you are talking about solutions.
They immediately have that cognitive dissonance about
people who had adverse social circumstances but it did
not determine their health. Again, how do we account for
social risk factors in these Medicare value-based payment
demonstrations to avoid penalizing the very providers who
are serving people with extra high needs because of the
social environment in which they live and work? We are at
this novel point in time when we can talk about health care
spending, social risk factors, and value-based payments, but
we need to have these strands work together. I think many
community-serving nonprofit hospitals are strapped to only
deliver services to people as they show up at their door. We
need to think about how to pay them to even consider the
asthma programs that were mentioned. Then we can have a
discussion about the best way to provide those services to
obtain the best health. I think we are many steps back in that
discussion, and, obviously, I wish we were further along.

Matthew Fiedler
The premise of the question is that there are substantial
profits for these nonprofit hospitals that will persist, and
thus, we should find a beneficial purpose for them. Much
of the discussion about constraining prices in the hospital
sector implies that the goal would be to reduce hospital
margins below their past levels. There is clearly a question of
whether this is a sustainable pool of money to draw on for
this purpose over the long run.
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Lauren Taylor
Nonprofit hospitals are required to spend community
benefit dollars to demonstrate their charity function and
respond to community needs. Often this is not up to
standard, for example, a stray flyer at Fenway Park telling
you to get your mammogram, or holding a health fair
encouraging you to get yet more health services. There is
an opportunity and there is a pot of money, though it is not
huge, but when compared to a public health department or
other social service delivery budget lines, it is substantial.
Hospital community benefits should be ripe dollars for
strategic deployment on an asthma program or installing
grab rails or other simple fixes to be support to people in
their social determinants of health.

Elisabeth Rosenthal
Here is another high-level question to take wherever you
see fit. We keep talking about health care spending not
growing as fast as it once was, but it is still growing. Someone
compared it to dieting where we are patting ourselves on the
back for not gaining weight as fast as we once were! I think
that analogy is apt. Will we achieve sustainable spending by
manipulating payment systems, creating new models and
guiding people towards desired behaviors, or will we need a
stringent, top-down approach such as fixed payments. We
have tried many carrots that work for a while. How much time
do we have to solve this problem?

Melinda Buntin
I do not know how much time we have left. We are in this
period of very slow health care cost growth, but we do see
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we buy ourselves another decade? I do not know, but if we
do not keep the pressure on with value-based payments and
prices, cost inflation will surely return.

Elisabeth Rosenthal
A lesson you could take from the Medicare experience and
the huge spending and price divergence from the private
sector is that price-setting works. Medicare does it; the
private market does not. Thoughts?

Matthew Fiedler

prices roaring back, especially for private insurance. With
our economy approaching full employment, employers have
no desire to exclude hospitals that employees favor from
their networks. In our tight labor market, we are losing the
ability for forceful private insurance price negotiations.
Medicare prices are lower because they are administered.
Low Medicare payment growth happens because Congress
makes annual decisions, which they must continue to make.
These prices filter through to the industry investment side
as we are simultaneously implementing multiple, valuebased, payment changes. While individual changes might
incrementally lower spending growth, together they send
strong market signals, and this clearly affects investment
decisions. This is part of the slow growth that we have
seen over the past decade. Partly it was capital constraints
during the recession, but it is continuing. How do we keep
that pressure on so that hospitals refrain from buying the
tenth MRI in a market? How do we keep the pressure on to
not assume that rates are going to rise year after a year? It
is more difficult with full employment. We have projected
productivity growth at four percent next year. If we can
keep health spending growth steady coupled with higher
GDP growth, we can buy ourselves more time. I addressed
a group of actuaries yesterday. A decade ago, using their
best models, the actuaries would have forecast a depleted
hospital insurance trust fund by now. Think of the fuss
that was made last month when the trustees pulled back
this date by 3 years to 2026. We are actually talking about
whether it is 2026 versus last year when we thought it was
2029! We have essentially bought ourselves a decade. How
much longer will we be able to forestall the emptying of the
hospital trust fund? If we continue on our current path can
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There is a strong case that provider prices in private insurance
are well above their efficient level. The true question is,
given our current toolbox, what is the best approach? One
valuable tool is stronger antitrust enforcement. We have seen
extensive consolidation; staying on top of 400 local hospital
markets is difficult. We can strengthen antitrust enforcement,
but I am not convinced it is a panacea. Given that, we should
consider using more intrusive tools. We know that private
insurers in Medicare Advantage get traditional Medicare rates
from providers, likely due to some combination of a robust
public option in the form of traditional Medicare that helps
set the terms of competition, and caps on out-of-network
provider prices. Combinations of those tools can be effective,
and are worth exploring in the context of the broader private
insurance market.

Melinda Buntin
Two weeks ago I testified before the Senate HELP committee
on this topic. There were two senators, both Republicans, who
asked questions that clearly showed that their thinking was
progressing towards the idea of using Medicare as reference
prices in various circumstances. There is a growing realization
that prices are growing in the private sector for a number of
reasons. There were many questions from that committee
about the effect of provider consolidation on price increases
from the private insurance side.

Peter Bach
We are paying an enormous “tax” to allow this
competitive market for private insurance to persist. The
underlying premise should continually be questioned:
does the market for insurance yield the typical benefits of
competition: innovation and efficiency? The costs stem
not only from antitrust or shrinking benefit structures,
but also the higher rates. We should look at this problem
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we receive, but I am not sure. There is bad behavior with
drug distribution and pricing, but there is bad behavior
everywhere in health care.

Elisabeth Rosenthal
I always joke when moderating panels that include
representatives from PhRMA, PBMs, hospitals, and doctors
that it is like a circular firing squad. Everyone acknowledges
their bad actions, but then they quickly point to the other
players rather than take responsibility for their contribution
to our current situation.

Peter Bach
exactly as we do for Part D or any component where we
have outsourced the program to the competitive market.
What it is costing us collectively to allow this market
to flourish and are we getting a sufficient return? For
the competitive insurance market, I am not convinced
that we are, but that is only my answer. Standardized
rate setting is a version of addressing one piece of what
the competitive market should achieve better than
government, but does not.

Zev Braun, AFL-CIO
I loved how you used an investigative lens analyzing
pharmaceuticals to discern how much value they have provided
for the American people. I was reviewing the role of pharmacy
benefit managers (PBMs), and that market has grown more
consolidated than pharmaceuticals. As PBMs merge with large
insurers, how do you assess the value for American consumers,
and what we can do if these deals are not worth it?

Peter Bach
PBM has become the new four-letter word in Washington.
It is clearly a distorted marketplace. I focus on the
Medicare program. It is difficult to know if the price
reduction they achieve for Part D plans using their tools
exceeds the tax we pay for them to exist (counting the
consolidation and the gross profit they take off the top
through rebates and other mechanisms). I think that is the
correct question. Everyone emphasizes the magnitude of
the total rebates—about $100 billion dollars annually, but
most of that is returned in some manner to the payers, be
it Medicare or individual premiums. The PBMs retain $20 $40 billion. That may be worth it for the price concessions
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

You will notice I was silent on the nonprofit hospital issue.

Rosemary Gibson, Hastings Center and Altarum Board
Chair
One of the wonderful themes raised earlier, and on this
panel, is trade-offs or opportunity costs. A case in point:
Where I grew up in suburban New York, health care spending
in the school district rose one year by 27%. This is in a town
of 30,000 people. The increase covered teachers, retirees,
and other employees, and this situation was explained in
one newspaper article. A separate article (not linked to the
first), had a heart-breaking story that because after-school
programs were being cut, they were holding fundraisers.
One of the fundraisers was a collection of used shoes.
They collected seven tons of used shoes to raise $6,000 to
retain sports and physical activity programs, which is clearly
good for health. Is there an opportunity to explicitly discuss
the trade-offs that are being made in society? Obviously,
money spent on one worthy social good means that it is
unavailable to address other goals. Would it be beneficial at
the aggregate level, to highlight the consequences? These
discussions do occur on occasion at the state level or in
family households, but not as much at aggregate levels.

Peter Bach
It is important. One of my slides showed user-selected
options to play with the state budget for Louisiana at our
website. One challenge is that often these amounts appear
large, but have ignorable budget consequences. We are
spending enough on health care that we are crowding out
other things. I wonder why that school district was selfinsured, but that is a separate issue!
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Matthew Fiedler
Many of these discussions of trade-offs focus on pie charts
of state spending. That chart naturally omits a critical part
of the state budget, which is revenues. To have the health
care system we want over the medium term, both state and
federal governments will need to raise more in revenue. It is
important that the trade-off between taxes and health care
be included in our discussions.

Elisabeth Rosenthal
This is also connected to the fact that a major expense
for state and local governments is their employee health
costs. For the teacher strikes this summer, we heard that we
cannot afford classroom supplies because their gold-plated
insurance is unsustainable and unaffordable.

Lauren Taylor
I am of two minds on this issue. On one hand, I think the
public has more tolerance for nuance and trade-offs than we
give them credit for. We should continually make the case
that we can either spend in one area or the other. It is your
choice, but the spending will come from somewhere. My
wonderful, on-the-ground experience derives from talking
to people in public libraries across the country when working
on the book that I co-authored in 2013. People appreciated
these trade-offs as long as you gave them the time to
wrestle with, for example, not paying for someone’s health
insurance but then asking them what happens when there is
an emergency department visit. By law, they must be treated.
The gears slowly turn and they understand that ultimately
they pay for those visits. I wish that both our political
representatives and journalists would be more explicit. On the
other hand, there is a convenient myth. If we want to pursue
the strategy I showed on that social determinants of health
slide, we should shove this financing through the health care
apparatus. It is letting people maintain the myth that they
are paying only for their own health care. If I want to make
the case that we owe each other meeting basic needs such as
housing, transportation, and food, then people start to accept
that an individualistic approach is not so terrific. I think the
strategic approach is to not expose the trade-off on the social
determinants of health issues and be pragmatic and ram it
through health care, but if we want to be more intellectually
honest and give the public more credit for their tolerance,
the correct language and framing could foster an enhanced
appreciation.
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To have the health care system we want
over the medium term, both state and
federal governments will need to raise
more in revenue. It is important that
the trade-off between taxes and health
care be included in our discussions.
Shannon Brownlee, Principal, Lown Institute and CoFounder, Right Care Alliance
I have a comment about Matthew’s excellent presentation.
We should not throw out the medical home too fast. It is
pasted onto the fee-for-service system. There is evidence
that a different model for particularly high acuity patients
does work, that is, fully capitated models rather than
building on the shaky fee-for-service foundation. We have
not mentioned global budgeting of hospitals. There is an
experiment going on only a few miles away in the state of
Maryland. Do we not discuss it because it is a bad policy idea
or because it is a difficult political issue?

Melinda Buntin
The person behind you is a particularly good one to answer
that question!

Bob Atlas, CEO of the Maryland Hospital Association
I spent almost 40 years in in Washington health policy and
management consulting. One of my experiences was that
everybody talked about Maryland as this place that nobody
understood. I would like you all to start paying attention.
On Monday we signed a new contract with CMMI that will
extend the experiment for 10 years. Not only will we have
regulated hospital rates, and fixed global budgets, we will
also have strong incentives for quality and for managing
the total cost of care of the population. It will be extremely
difficult. It has numerous potential flaws, but it is an
experiment that is truly addressing many of the challenges
that have been mentioned today.
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PANEL III: UNSUSTAINABLE HEALTH CARE SPENDING:
SOUND POLICY SOLUTIONS
Joanne Kenen
I run the health care coverage at Politico. Ceci and I have
been moderating this symposium for seven years. I noticed
my title was changed to provocateur; I am wondering
if somebody here knew me when I was a teenager! As I
thought about the themes that we have hit, the first few
years were much more economic. There were slides about
excess growth and fights over the slope of the curves, and
how unsustainable the health care system was. I think we
have moved more into the real world over the last few years.
We heard that today. I recently defined health journalism as
people who spend a lot of time running after your bright,
shiny objects. The concept we have heard about more each
year, and especially today, is social determinants of health
(SDOH). I do not think it is a bright and shiny object, but
rather something that the health policy world has begun to
think about differently across the aisle. I also have seen the
debate go back and forth between whether we face a price
or a utilization problem. Nobody would argue it is purely one

of them. We are tilting currently toward price but next year
we might swing back to utilization. Opioids are part of the
health care economy in a way we could never have imagined,
and now we must earnestly investigate this ravage and more
generally, declining life expectancy.

HEALTH TRENDS POST-OBAMA: WHERE ARE HEALTH, HEALTH COSTS AND
PAYMENT REFORM HEADED?
Jeff Goldsmith
Good morning. These remarks are dedicated to our
departed friend Uwe Reinhardt, who is greatly missed—
particularly the attitude! We may see that attitude in a few
minutes. I will talk about:
cc Why is the U.S. health spending at record levels but life
expectancy is declining?
cc The state of health insurance market and payment
reform
cc Health system financial performance
cc Implications for policy.
I begin with an appalling paradox. In 2015, we added 21 million
people to coverage under the Affordable Care Act (ACA),
yet life expectancy in the United States declined. It fell again
in 2016, the first two-year decline since John Kennedy was
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

president (Figure 1). Between 2014 and 2016, we lost 3/10 of
a year, an entire season (spring perhaps) of life. For our 327
million population, it represents roughly 100 million lost years.
That life expectancy in 2016 placed us in uncomfortable
neighborhoods. Our 2016 life expectancy was higher than
that of Albania by a tenth of a point, but we are not done
declining. We have heard about deaths from overdoses: the
Superstorm Sandy of public health threats. We lost 675,000
people to the HIV epidemic. It is easily possible that we lose a
million Americans to this overdose epidemic.
It is not only opiates (Figure 2). In 2017, we lost 24,500
people to cocaine and methamphetamine overdoses. Look
at the upward slope of those curves. Even with overdoses
leveling off, we will still lose roughly 50,000 people to
opiate deaths in 2017 (that data will be out soon). This
problem is still accelerating. The other stunning fact is the
wide age spread of the victims: from the low 20s to the 60s
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(Figure 3). Notice the rapid death rate growth from 1999 to
2015 on both ends of the age distribution. In 2016, for those
25 to 34, opiate deaths led to a 10% increase in the mortality
rate in only one year. Congress will throw billions of dollars
at this problem, but if there is a strategy, I do not see it.
They are giving money to states that frankly do not know
how to spend it.

FIGURE 1.

Worse, there are public health challenges with orders of
magnitude larger than opiates:
cc 2.5-5 million opioid addicts
cc 15-20 plus million alcoholics
cc 30 million-plus type two diabetics
cc 80 million obese adults and 12 million obese children.
The rise in death rates / decline in life expectancy has much
broader and deeper causes than the opioid crisis. Here are
my observations and bold forecast:

FIGURE 2.

cc In 2018, I believe we are in the fourth year of at least a
five-year run of declining U.S. life expectancy
cc Explosion of drug deaths is a proximate cause, but…
cc The long-term trend of declining death rates from heart
disease and strokes is over; expect both to rise in the
next decade
cc Obesity is the most powerful long-term driver, not drug
deaths
cc Obese have only a 50% chance to reach age 70
cc (I wonder whether present Medicare costs estimates
reflect these mortality risks)

FIGURE 3.

cc Declining life expectancy will be a major political issue
by 2020. National-level politicians will increasingly be
asked policy questions for which they have no answers.
We are spending $3.6 trillion a year on health care and life
expectancy is going down! That is a political problem, not
only one for our conscience.
We have heard this morning about SDOH. I hope there is
room to edge myself out on Lauren’s limb. Figure 4 comes
from Alvin Tarlov, who was the chairman of medicine at
the University of Chicago, and who became President
of the organization that built this building, the Kaiser
Family Foundation. I emphasize this because our health
policy narratives have focused on “moral hazard” related
determinants of population health that are dwarfed by the
SDOH such as:
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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cc Poverty/lack of economic options

FIGURE 4.

cc Homelessness
cc Broken families
cc Mental health leading to co-morbidity
cc Poor nutrition/diet/food deserts
cc Unemployment
cc Inadequate education.
The Republican policy narrative seems to emphasize the cost
effects of health behaviors—that many of our health problems
result from moral failure by all of us ill-incented citizens. If you
give us enough skin in the game and shift enough economic
risk to us, one presumes there would be no more obesity, we
would stop smoking, get off the drugs, and everything would
be fine. A book this summer from Cato Institute argued that
we should eliminate most health insurance on the theory that
moral hazard—that we are consuming resources paid for by
others—is the root of our health cost problem. God love them!
I think they are terribly wrong.

FIGURE 5.

Meanwhile, our progressive friends talk about poorly
formed incentives to doctors. Doctors have target incomes.
Hospital systems build buildings and then fill them. If we just
find the right operant conditioning schedule for physicians
and for hospital administrators, health care costs will
magically come under control.
There may be modest savings from these tired ideological
remedies, but they are dwarfed by the effects of SDOH on
our overall health status and spending. I highly recommend
Buz Cooper’s wonderful valedictory Poverty and the
Myths of Health Care Reform. He discusses the fact that
health spending variation is driven more than any other
single factor by poverty, not target incomes, or too many
hospital beds, or a surplus of cardiologists in a market. Large
numbers of our citizens have no safety net. These folks end
up in our emergency rooms with multiple chronic conditions
and become the super users that Jeff Brennan explored
in Camden. We need a new narrative that explores what is
driving health costs in a fundamentally different way, and
acknowledge that pushing those burned-out narratives
about moral failure by patients, doctors, and hospitals will
not deliver to us the elusive goal of health cost control.
We heard about payment changes in the previous panel. We
are moving from volume to value, right? It is unanimous at
conferences that our health system will behave like Kaiser:

Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

cc Capitation (per capita payment for a defined population)
is the only effective way to control cost growth
cc ACOs are a forerunner of capitation
cc Traditional Medicare will pay providers on a global (e.g.,
population) basis
cc Commercial insurers will have to follow.
This sounds wonderful at the bumper-sticker level, but the
data do not support this presumed reality.
This marvelous chart, from Zuvekas and Cohen’s 2016 Health
Affairs article, shows the declining percentage of physician
income paid for by capitation during this century (to 2013)
(Figure 5). At Navigant, we are extending this analysis for
three additional years to take account of the expansion in
the ACA, and particularly the addition of Medicaid managed
care enrollees. Capitated physician payments under the
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Medicaid blue line have risen, from about 6% in 2013, to
closer to 12% today. The individuals added to Medicaid
programs in California, Oregon, and Massachusetts were
placed in delegated models where risk was shifted from
insurers to the care system. In most of the rest of Medicare
and Medicaid managed care, the insurer retains the risk and
does not shift it in a meaningful way to the care system.
Even more interesting data come from the American
Medical Group Association’s Risk 3.0 survey published in
2017 (Figure 6). AMGA is the professional association of
risk-bearing physician enterprises and integrated delivery
networks. Park Nicollet, Kelsey-Seybold, Geisinger, Atrius
Health, etc. are the subset of our system that is actively
seeking capitated risk. In 2017, survey participants said they
expected to receive 27 percent of their total revenues from
these sources, but the actual number was only 14 percent.
And this is for the entities that are explicitly organized to
get risk-related contracts. In many cases, insurers in their
local markets do not want to extend risk because they do
not want to share profits with the providers. That is what
delegated risk or capitation involves.

FIGURE 6.

FIGURE 7.

We are not moving from volume to value in most places. We
are moving from moderately cumbersome fee for service
to incredibly cumbersome “fee for check the box,” or for
“tips”—a percent bonus here or there (per Uwe Reinhardt).
“Value-based payment” is actually a compliance scheme
requiring a permanently more costly IT infrastructure, a
permanently more costly revenue-cycle operation, and
massive diversion of clinician time into documentation as
opposed to caring for patients. Doctors are in open revolt
against these systems and the electronic medical records
software that was supposed to make their lives far easier and
their practices more efficient. Actual provider net income
from “Value Based” contracts is in extremely short supply!

chains) are being sold off for parts. Things get real when
investment earnings disappear. As Warren Buffet famously
said, we will truly see who is naked when the tide goes out.

How do I know this? I have worked in the world of for-profit
and nonprofit hospitals for 40 years, including consulting
and strategic planning. Seventy percent of Navigant’s
practice involves work in this space. I can assure you that
health systems are encountering fresh winds! And scale
and market dominance have not helped. In our Navigant
analysis of the 104 largest U.S. health systems (about 50%
of the total hospitals), two-thirds saw declines in operating
income from fiscal year 2015 to 2017. One in five had
negative operating income. Large, powerful systems had
negligible operating earnings, for example, Mayo, Partners,
Henry Ford, Ochsner, and Providence St. Joseph. Tenet
and Community Health (the 2nd and 3rd largest for-profit

Operating cash flow from investor-owned and nonprofit
hospitals subsided slowly from 2009 to 2013, followed by the
sugar high of the ACA coverage expansion (Figure 7). After
2015, there is the double black diamond slope that is far too
scary to ski down. What is especially weird, not only because
of its suddenness and steepness, is that it is happening at the
top of the economic cycle. Hospital profits typically decline
about two years after a recession. Our economy is on fire.
There are six million unfilled jobs. Yet these powerful health
systems have seen their earnings disappear. While my hospital
executive friends are waiting for the unicorns to come—vast
amounts of capitated dollars as they move to value—they lost
$50 billion on regular Medicare patients in 2016, a bundled
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payment whose cost you can control if you actually focus on
managing your business (Figure 8). This is on top of another
$20 billion lost on Medicaid.

FIGURE 8.

Possible explanations:
cc Expenses rising 3 points faster than revenues
cc Consumer-directed health plans have crushed demand
(especially for surgery) and damaged provider cash
flows due to increased non-payment
cc Many self-inflicted wounds, for example, poor
management decisions
cc Serious shortage of “economics of scale” from past
mergers
cc Corporate overhead rising 10%-plus per year
cc “Integration” outlays, for example $195,000 per doctor,
physician practice losses in 2016

FIGURE 9.

cc Questionable “risk” investments, for example, poor
contracts and ill-timed health plan start-ups
Gravitational forces are operating on these systems that I
think are entirely unappreciated by folks in Washington. We
have not yet released the Navigant work. I think it will raise
many questions about what is going on at these hospitals
who because of their market power could allegedly write
their own checks (Figure 9).
My last point concerns social determinants. During my
occasional trips to Canada, I have to sit through the
patronizing lecture about how we profligate Yanks do not
understand how to finance health care. If we had a singlepayer system like them, everything would be fine. I finally
boiled over and asked if there is anything remotely resembling
the Bronx in your shiny little country. Suppose instead of
Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary, and Edmonton you had to deal
with Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, and Baltimore. Imagine
you had a half a million people sleeping under bridges and
320 million guns in circulation. Your health spending probably
would not look as clean as it does now. Health spending is a
reflection of the society that produces it. In our particular
case, American society is unraveling. We are failing our
nation’s citizens and not creating opportunities for them. We
spend the princely sum of $83 billion a year on public health
in a $3.6 trillion health budget. As Lauren and her colleagues
have convincingly demonstrated, we are far under spending
on the social and human services safety net that gives people
a chance. When we bemoan our awful health spending, we
should acknowledge that we are doing it to ourselves!

Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

Looking ahead:
cc Do not expect current provider losses to continue
cc Expect warfare between dominant providers and their
local payers
cc Provider price controls (hospital rate setting) are a
1970’s solution to a 2020 problem
cc Politicizing price increases means grandfathering in
today’s unacceptably high costs
cc Massive consumer front-end cost sharing is a blunt
instrument that is likely damaging public health
cc Payers, including Medicare, must share savings with patients
from intelligent choices to expect meaningful change
cc Reference pricing could really help but would require
changes in Medicare and commercial benefit design to
share savings with patients.
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IDENTIFYING PROMISING SOLUTIONS TO REAL PROBLEMS
Sherry Glied

FIGURE 1.

Now for something completely different! I raise the
following questions in this talk:
cc Can we go on like this with health care spending?
cc Should we go on like this?
cc Why is it happening?
cc What can be done?
I want to begin by saying I am very uncomfortable with the
word sustainability. Under the heading, been there, done that,
here are three quotes:
cc From Doctors, Patients, and Health Insurance in 1961:
“In the next decade, the problem of costs may be the
decisive consideration in the health field.”

FIGURE 2.

cc Lee Iacocca (former Chrysler CEO) in 1984: “Many
American employers say the cost of medical care, which
has risen more than tenfold in the last two decades, has
become an oppressive burden to their businesses… if the
nation’s system of health care is not revamped, you’ll
see a lot of broke companies.”
cc Barack Obama in 2009: “The cost of our health care has
weighed down our economy and the conscience of our
nation long enough.”
Sustainability is not in itself the question. We know we can
go on because we have. The question is whether we should,
not whether we can (Figure 1). Are we getting value from
the health care system? Justice Potter Stewart was not
addressing health care value but rather was asked to rule on
whether something was hardcore pornography, to which he
famously replied, “I know it when I see it.”

FIGURE 3.

Figure 2 plots male life expectancy at age 40. It is a good
measure of a health care system’s performance because
there is not much measurement error. This is also a period of
life in which social determinants of health are less important
than medical care compared to the situation at birth. The
vertical axis shows per capita spending in real 2000 U.S.
dollars adjusted for purchasing power parity. There are
many OEDC countries whose performance is near the U.S.
I will focus on Australia, which has the second lowest social
expenditures after the U.S., and the second highest rate of
obesity after us. They are not a tremendously progressive
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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country; they have a large private insurance system—about
half of their population is privately insured by for-profit
insurers. They also eat Marmite and meat pies instead of olive
oil and fish. I think they present a nice comparison to the U.S.
The United States looks like everyone else in 1976: we spent
about the same as the other countries and enjoyed similar
life expectancy. Flash forward ten years to 1986 (Figure
3), then to 1996 where the other countries are clumped
together (Figure 4), then to 2006 (Figure 5), and finally to
2016 (Figure 6). What happened? We have reaped enormous
benefits from our health care system, and from general
improvements in the economy. Other countries have also had
gains and are also spending more, but we spend even more
and gain less. They are doing something right that we are
doing wrong. It is not only the social determinants of health
or other pathologies of our country. This is a value crisis.

FIGURE 4.

FIGURE 5.

And we can rule out simple explanations such as obesity,
smoking, violence, traffic accidents, or end-of-life care.
We witnessed large declines in violence in the U.S. in the
very period that we saw spending escalate relative to all the
other countries. It is also not patient overuse (Figure 7). U.S.
patients do not initiate care at radically higher rates. In fact,
their rates are lower than most of these other countries. The
trend in patient-initiated care is, if anything, going down.
It is not bad management (Figure 8). Interesting work found
that hospitals in the U.S. are better managed than anywhere
else in the world. There is a very good reason for that –
management matters more here. It is not profits. Margins
are not growing through the system (Figure 9). The margins
that different players within the system are getting have
held steady over time. There is a shrinkage resulting from
the balanced budget amendment back in 1997.

FIGURE 6.

Coming full circle, our variation is not easily eliminated
waste. The answer is, as Uwe Reinhardt and others said,
the prices. It becomes clear when you divide spending
by utilization, and even clearer when analyzing the prices
of specific items, besides drugs, such as physician and
hospital services. We have a much costlier system across
the board on the price side. But saying that it’s the prices
is insufficient; those higher prices have consequences in
the signals they give. Providers, suppliers and consumers
respond to those signals. Prices guide investments and
decision-making throughout the system; they influence not
only how we pay (do not blame fee-for-service since other
countries largely use such payments) but how much we pay:

Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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cc Fancy, expensive technology in hospitals attracts more
patients; high prices make it easy to pay off the new MRI
machine, so we see faster technology diffusion;

FIGURE 7.

cc Support staff increase intensity and throughput, which is
critical to keeping the inpatient and ER facilities full;
cc Administrators improve coding and collections, which is
obviously important if you make much more money on
the higher codes.
Factors that cause higher prices are also consequences of
them! Where does the money in the health care system go?
We analyzed the period 1997 to 2012. The biggest increase
was for purchases of technology and other durable goods
in hospitals and physician offices (Figure 10). The second
highest piece was compensation of skilled professionals,
physicians, and nurses. A large share is going not to higher
payments for support staff, but rather more and more hiring
since they do not earn high salaries (Figure 11).

FIGURE 8.

This situation differs from Australia (Figure 12). The U.S.
share of the labor market employed in health has been
growing much more rapidly compared to other countries, at
least since 2000. The prices do not lead to higher margins. If
that was the case, it would actually be less of a problem. The
prices lead to more resources directed to the health sector
as Louise mentioned earlier today.
What can we do about this situation? I wish I had better
answers, but as an economist, the first thing we can do is
assume a can opener! We need to take prices seriously.
We should consider not only how we pay, but what the
payment levels ought to be. First, we should recognize that
the emperor has no clothes and refrain from fetishizing
current private sector prices. Many friends, who I respect,
worry that if we regulate prices we will get the wrong prices,
implying that we have the right prices now. There is no
reason to believe in today’s market that we have efficient,
competitive market prices on either the demand or the
supply side. On the former, we confront informational
asymmetries, and health insurance leading to moral hazard.
On the latter, we have barriers to entry, and small markets
affected by natural monopolies. With these many market
failures, there is no reason to believe either absolute levels
or relative prices reflect anything inherently true.

FIGURE 9.

Second, do not be distracted by fluff. Consumers cannot
solve this system-wide problem of high prices through price
transparency or higher cost sharing, though both of these
avenues can help. Most high-cost services are not shoppable.
People rarely use price transparency tools. It is the wrong time
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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to be shopping when you are lying on the gurney, or when we
are consulting experts because we do not know what we are
doing. Why would we want to transfer that burden back to
patients? A serious concern is that putting more burden on
consumers necessarily exacerbates disparities. Those in this
room will have a much easier time shopping for health care
quality than people in many other rooms in Washington with
less education and less expert experience of the health care
system. Focusing on consumers has true risks.
Government price-setting faces serious risks of regulatory
failure in three ways. First, it is very difficult to set prices
in general. That is why the Soviet Union collapsed! Second,
it is even harder with significant technological change.
The Medicare program lacks nimbleness in the face of
technological change and revaluing services; it takes too
long to update the prices in a regulated, price-setting
system. Third, as Uwe Reinhardt said, “Every dollar of health
care expenditures is someone’s health care income.” This
“capture” is a real challenge.

FIGURE 10.

FIGURE 11.

None of these magic bullets—the emperor’s nudity, consumer
sovereignty fluff, or government to the rescue—will solve the
problem on their own. We need to pursue multiple options
and take the problem seriously. What are these options?
cc Enhance Competition
• Bolster antitrust enforcement
• Encourage narrow network plans so insurers can
negotiate more effectively
• Consider reference pricing in circumstances where it
is appropriate

FIGURE 12.

cc Pursue Targeted Regulation
• Free market cannot work to lower prices with limited
competition
• We should cease discussing this contradiction
• Use essential facilities regulation—caps on
negotiated prices
• Limit prices for unanticipated out-of-network use to
gain leverage over providers
cc Design New Mechanisms
• Consider two-part pricing
• Capitation + lower fee-for-service price
• Spur competitive bidding for services
• Spur competitive bidding for markets, for example,
ACA exchanges when we only have a single insurer.
It is only sustainable … if we choose to sustain it!
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EXNOVATION, DE-ADOPTION AND THE SUSTAINABILITY OF U.S. HEALTH CARE
Jon Skinner
In a perfect world I would have followed up on Sherry’s
excellent presentation with my own policy recommendation
that we call, “the 125% solution.” It caps private insurance
plans at 125% of Medicare. It is not well known that Medicare
has a price for everything including obstetrics because they
cover the SSDI population. Zack Cooper has calculated that
this cap would save 20% of our inpatient spending. But that
is a different discussion entirely.
I want to introduce a new word for the day, exnovation.
We have not spent much time discussing de-adoption and
exnovation, but I think it is important. (I apologize to Sherry
for using the word sustainability, but that is the theme of the
conference!)

FIGURE 1.

Diffusion of Innovations by Everett M. Rogers is a terrific
book that, after his passing, continues to be cited, and it
covers a fascinating topic. Who adopts the new innovation?
How rapidly does it diffuse? The Coleman study of the
diffusion of tetracycline in the 1950s is well known, but less
well-known is the other side of innovation—where it starts
to go sour. Here is the first place I have been able to find
mention of this:
“After some period of time (often more than a
decade), and ever so gradually, an erosion of support
begins to set in. The enthusiastic claims made for
the innovation during its earlier stages are modified
somewhat; it is not as universally applicable as once
thought; it is useful only for certain groups of the
population, or particular types of or stages in an
illness.” –John B. McKinlay
Scott’s Parabola is used to show the life cycle of a surgical
innovation (Figure 1). Since we have seen this experience
(movie) before, I think it suggests that many new, shiny,
innovations may, and probably will, experience the same
change as the one seen in Scott’s Parabola.
The problem for health policy is protracted use of
old technology. There have been many papers on this
issue, inside and outside of health care, and our team at
Dartmouth is trying to wrap its arms around the related
literature. There is this babble of multiple terms, my favorite
being un-diffusion, which brings to mind the undead and
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

zombies! To bring clarity to this confusion, my suggested
terminology is:
cc De-adoption: When providers drop the use of a
procedure entirely (Niven et al., 2015), (Roman and
Asch, 2014). This is related to the Choosing Wisely
literature where the service should simply not be used.
cc Exnovation: When providers scale back on the use of a
procedure:
• Health care: Bekelis et al., 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2016
• Energy policy: de Hoop et al., 2016; Heyen et al., 2018
• Management.
We studied carotid endarterectomy, a procedure where
they open up your carotid artery to get more blood to the
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brain (Figure 2). There was no magic change in practice or
a randomized trial. Instead, there was gradual, increasing
evidence that, for asymptomatic patients or patients who
had less than 10 years to live, it was not a useful procedure.
Over time there has been a substantial decline in rates
of carotid use. We matched this up with Doximity data to
determine who was de-adopting. First, we found that for
asymptomatic people or those over age 80, they had similar
rates of decline compared to everybody else. Physicians are
not particularly good at identifying people who should not
be getting the procedure compared to those who should.
We found that if the procedure is your bread and butter,
you do not scale back (Figure 3). The vascular surgeons,
for whom it is central, did not scale back that much;
cardiologists scaled back the most. You could argue that the
cardiologists dropped it and the vascular surgeons, who are
more experienced, picked it up, but we found that even in
states with many vascular surgeons, they experienced the
biggest drop—it was not only shifting back and forth. We
concluded that there are different rates of exnovation, and
we are likely wasting substantial resources as physicians fail
to cut back as quickly as they could and do not necessarily
choose the correct patients to cut back on the procedure.
Another example is defibrillators, which are implanted inside
the body to reboot the heart in the event of sudden cardiac
arrest (Figure 4). The rates of diffusion and exnovation are
remarkably different across regions (Figure 5). For example,
a New York Times article featured unusually aggressive
cardiologists in Munster, Indiana who were putting these
devices in everybody. The large regional differences are
unrelated to smoking, obesity, and other expected factors.
In San Francisco, for example, implantable defibrillators
showed increases but did not truly take off. That suggests
either some places are not doing it sufficiently, or other
places are unusually aggressive. Even after the exnovation,
there are still cities that experience very high rates.

FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 4.

Returning to sustainability, the key question is how to
pay for new treatments. What truly worries the Medicare
actuaries are drugs that will keep Alzheimer’s disease at
bay, or discoveries such as Sovaldi or CRISPR-Cas9, that is,
expensive innovations that extend life. To illustrate, I took a
picture of my stuffed closet (Figure 6). If I bring home a new
Armani suit, I have two options: expand the size of the closet
(what we have been doing thus far) or discard those 1970s
disco shirts. Part of promoting sustainability is to clean out
the closet! We need to eliminate items we are paying for
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currently so that we can buy the new drugs that are coming
(at appropriate prices). We need to exnovate as quickly as
possible!
I want to return to Melinda’s discussion of flat Medicare
spending. Part of the reason is that the prices have barely
risen. I also analyzed the Dartmouth Atlas data to add up
Medicare inpatient surgical rates (Figure 7). Some of this
decline is due to movement from the inpatient to the
outpatient setting, which is less expensive. Some of it is an
actual decline. We saw the decline in ICDs and in carotids.
After the COURAGE trial, there has been a flattening or
decline in PCI. Inflation-adjusted, per-enrollee Medicare
spending growth for Part A and Part B has been roughly
zero. There was a large technology party through the
1990s and early 2000s, but now we are experiencing the
hangover period where we are realizing that many of these
innovations were not as effective as we thought. There is a
natural Scott’s parabola at work which is not the result of a
specific policy but is instead physicians learning what works
best for their patients.

FIGURE 5.

FIGURE 6.

Summing Up:
cc De-adoption and exnovation are increasingly important
issues for patient quality and fiscal sustainability
cc “Choosing Wisely” is like de-adoption – incredibly
important for quality of care, but it represents only a
tiny fraction of total spending
cc Exnovation is more difficult to monitor and regulate
since by its nature it is more of a gray area, but
represents far more in potential revenue savings.
FIGURE 7.
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UNSUSTAINABLE HEALTH CARE SPENDING: SOUND POLICY SOLUTIONS
Bill Hoagland

FIGURE 1.

Good afternoon. The best part of going last is that
everything has already been said; the worst part is I have
not said it, but I will endeavor to be brief! I am filling in for
Katherine Hayes who is our health director at the Bipartisan
Policy Center. Yes, the Bipartisan Policy Center actually
exists in this town!
In considering this panel, I was especially concerned
about unsustainability of the national debt. Under current
estimates for the year 2028, the debt to GDP ratio will
approach 100% (Figure 1). Over the past 50 years that
average has been about 41%. To put this in perspective, to
return to the 41% figure, we would need to either increase
revenues by nearly 17% every year over the next several
years, or reduce spending by nearly 15% every year for
the next 15-20 years. On an annual basis that would be
equivalent to reducing spending or increasing revenues by
close to $630 billion.

FIGURE 2.

Health care makes up close to 30% of federal expenditures
(Figure 2). It is not that health care expenditures are
necessarily unsustainable. Instead, the question is whether
the public is willing to pay for them, or correspondingly, is
the country willing to reorder our spending priorities. In my
impression, having worked in this budget field for several
years, we will not find any political agreement to raise
revenues 17% or cut non-health care spending by nearly 15%.
We have no choice but to do something about the trust
funds, even with recent relief (Figure 3). The hospital
insurance and disability insurance trust fund assets will be
exhausted by 2025. Furthermore, current projections from
the Congressional Budget Office estimate that federal
expenditures for major health care programs will grow about
6.8% per year over the next decade (Figure 4). Compare
that to nominal growth in GDP per year of 4%. That
roughly 3% of excess cost growth translates to health care
expenditures comprising a growing portion of our GDP –
one out of every five dollars, or 20%, in a few years.

FIGURE 3.

Health care cost growth has slowed over the last few years,
but the outlook is for continuing growth (Figure 5). We can
correct for various factors driving the growth in per capita
expenditures, clearly illustrating the critical role of prices. I
think Joanne (and others) are correct.
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions
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Work by Niall Brennan and others at the Health Care Cost
Institute analyzed claims data for employer sponsored
insurance and found that spending for health care increased
15% between 2012 and 2016—three times faster than the
rate of growth in overall inflation (Figure 6). The variation
across spending types shows professional services growing
about 1.6 times faster than inflation, and prescription drugs
growing at nearly five times inflation. A breakdown of
utilization and prices shows all the growth coming in prices,
not utilization (Figure 7).
The topic of this panel is solutions. Many excellent
suggestions have been made today to which I can only
make a marginal contribution. To solve the problem of
unsustainable health spending we must deal with prices.
We have differences of opinion on how to do this. We can
always consider price controls. However, given the political
environment I deal with, we will not see a great deal of
movement toward capping or limiting prices writ large.
I realize that we do have price setting in the Medicare
program, but I do not think price controls are necessary.
We could consider reducing coverage to deal with excess
spending, but the American public has moved on—we are
trying to expand coverage, not reduce it.
My favorite would be to do away with the employer
sponsored health insurance tax expenditure (a stance that
got me in trouble with the Cigna CEO when I worked there),
one of the largest tax expenditures in the federal budget.
On a more short-term basis, the tariffs that are being
leveled on Chinese imports have been estimated to increase
costs for medical devices by between $1 and $4 billion. We
finally eliminated the medical device tax and it is returning in
the form of tariffs!

FIGURE 4.

FIGURE 5.

FIGURE 6.

Placing all my cards on the table, I worked for Republicans.
While I recognize that health care is not a true market, I
still somehow believe in the market. I would like to end the
fee-for-service system. I recall a meeting with Senator Frist
and a group of elderly physicians and medical school deans.
They all agreed with me to eliminate the fee-for-service
mechanism but not until they retired!
I am a strong fan of personal responsibility and robust
public health care servies. We have done work at BPC
on public health and prevention. I am also a believer in
Robert Gordon’s position that many seniors rotate through
hospitals where they receive an abundance of high-tech,
high-cost interventions while they suffer from a lack of
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low-tech, high-touch services. I favor the movement toward
visiting nurses, and attention to housing and transportation
services. Thanks to Alice Rivlin and others, we have also
done significant work at BPC leading to legislation including
MACRA and the Chronic Care Act. I agree with Matt
Fiedler on the importance of alternative payment models
that incorporate more two-sided risk. We also proposed
Medicare networks where active enrollment into these
programs would come with incentives for lower cost
sharing.
I am going to close with a challenge because I do not
know the answer, and I realize that we have this wonderful
audience of experts who could explain the results of this
recent Gallup survey. Figure 8 shows that most individuals
are dissatisfied with the total cost of health care in this
country, but they are generally satisfied with the total cost
they pay. I am unclear about the message from this poll. The
same poll says that a majority (56%) believes the federal
government has a responsibility for increasing health care
coverage (Figure 9).

FIGURE 8.

FIGURE 9.

Given that we are holding this meeting in the Kaiser facility,
I show the result from their new survey that the favorability
of the Affordable Care Act stands at 50% (Figure 10). There
was a time when the public transitioned from unfavorable to
favorable. We are still a much divided country. Some of us
are old enough to remember Joni Mitchell: “Don’t it always
seem to go, that you don’t know what you’ve got ‘till it’s
gone—they paved paradise and put up a parking lot.” When
you are faced with losing something, I think it makes a big
difference!
FIGURE 7.
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PANEL III: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Joanne Kenen
Congratulations Bill: of the 20 or 30 panels I do each
year, yours was the first to quote Joni Mitchell! Thank you
all for being provocative and covering these interesting
topics. I will start with a question for Jeff and illustrate that
even if you are the daughter of an economist, you did not
necessarily learn the basics. Referring to your chart showing
hospital profits falling off a cliff, if the prices are too high,
how are hospitals losing money, or is this an accounting
game?

Jeff Goldsmith
If your expenses are rising three percentage points faster
than your revenues, your cash flow will disappear. These
organizations are trying to do too much. They were pursuing
the same strategy: install IT, hire your own doctors, and
prepare to assume risk. In many cases, the return on
these investments was negative. They staffed-up with
administrators, and they splurged on consultants (as you
wrote about). The result was declining revenue growth while
expenses were rising. It is not complicated.

challenge in the U.S. is that prices have become very high,
and competition to gain patients or hire doctors, etcetera
has led to situations where we build excessive capital, and
see ever more beautiful lobbies. In some New York city
hospitals, they have a concierge who walks you to your
surgery appointment. This does not happen in Canada!

Joanne Kenen

Joanne Kenen

What happens if we cut prices? They eliminate the excess
administrators and information technology, and return to
delivering quality health care, or they go broke?

I was enthralled with the idea of exnovation because it
contrasts with how I consider health care. We know there
are instances of excess utilization. There are expensive
procedures or drugs that are provided to individuals who do
not need or benefit from them. They would not want them
if they understood more about them. We stop doing things
because something more profitable comes along. We have
data on this. For example, doctors continue to perform
expensive spinal surgery when physical therapy is cheaper
and often more effective. The same is true for drugs. There
are $5 generic drugs. When people see the $100 drug on
television, they want it. I am married to someone who has
one of these drugs and I keep telling him it is unnecessary.
(I should shut off the television, but the 5 remotes are too
complicated to use!) A related issue is how practitioners
think. They have been trained in a way to believe some of
these treatments will actually help their patients. Their
behavior is not all driven by greed. How do we expand
exnovation and make it more common?

Jeff Goldsmith
Twenty percent overhead is not a sustainable number.
They need a return on the investment from IT. This may be
the only sector in the U.S. economy that saw productivity
decline as it automated. That is a management failure. It
is also because of bad tools sold by an industry that did
not have an educated customer. Difficult choices will be
necessary for these organizations to return to a sustainable
bottom line.

Sherry Glied
The bottom line is not the right way to think about this.
Walmart makes money at very low prices while Tiffany’s
makes money at very high prices. The bottom line is
about matching your expenses with your revenues. The
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Joanne Kenen
It is like when I did news and discovered it is all fake.

Jeff Goldsmith
I have wondered whether the average age of the surgeons
was rising. Perhaps they were a bit less aggressive and
less hungry than they were five or ten years ago. This a
good question. I think there have not been as many new
procedures that would have taken up the slack and caused
total surgical rates to remain high. Surgical volume in the
country has entered negative territory in 2017 for inpatient
and ambulatory surgical facilities. This is due to lag in the
innovation pipeline that is not producing as many clever new
treatments.

Jonathan Skinner
Excellent questions. Exnovation occurs when something
better comes along, and it is surprising (and disappointing)
to see providers continue with an inferior treatment. You
can see this with real time data monitoring. We have been
promoting such monitoring since it is very frustrating to
wait to get new health care spending data. It will be big
news when CMS announces this December what health
care spending was in 2017. We need such information
much sooner. A good example was the serious concerns
about metal on metal artificial hip implants. Long after
these concerns were expressed, 5 or 10% of the implants
were still metal on metal. We would hope such procedures
are dropped more quickly. I choose examples where
the alternative is medical management. Physicians have
gradually realized that medical management is a good option
for certain surgical procedures. An important problem
is that the randomized trials were done 15 years ago,
before many effective drugs were developed. No wonder
providers continue providing outmoded treatments. In the
meantime, the drug innovation catches up and suddenly the
non-surgical options become more viable. We need more
randomized trials like ORBITA for PCI in stable angina to
tell us whether we need to keep doing these things. You
are absolutely right about the behavioral issue Joanne. For
me it would be if I imagined suddenly realizing that the
econometrics I have been doing all my life is dumb, and I
have foisted this upon my students for many years, and now
be forced to admit it was not such a good idea.
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Jonathan Skinner
I thought that the older surgeons would be persistent as in,
“this is what I do.” But you are right Jeff. We found that the
older doctors dropped outmoded treatments more rapidly.

Joanne Kenen
We have not heard much today about consumer directed
care, high deductibles, and “skin in the game.” Am I
detecting a loss of faith in these plans among policymakers,
including Republicans, who had been so enthusiastic?
Nonetheless, yesterday the House Committee on Ways
and Means marked out more services applicable to health
savings accounts (HSAs), including for your Pilates classes!
This is terrific for those who are very healthy already to
get tax breaks on gym visits, representing billions of lost
revenue. We hear more and more about the perverse
incentives with high-deductible plans, from Republicans and
Democrats, yet penetration continues to grow. This is our
current health care system, with insane deductibles. How
sturdy is the belief in high-deductibles as the Holy Grail
because of a desire to instill personal responsibility? There is
a terrific piece in the New York Times by Reed Abelson about
women foregoing breast cancer care because they have
high-deductible plans (not unnecessary care)! The damaging
cycle begins anew in January when the deductible kicks-in.
Where are we on high-deductible plans? *

Jeff Goldsmith
I remember calling Drew Altman to ask if anyone had
estimated the percentage of people who had a $5,000
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deductible that had no money. The original idea behind highdeductible plans and HSAs was to give people a chunk of their
own money hoping that they would make more responsible
spending decisions. However, as this idea spread, it became
increasingly prevalent for people to have huge deductibles
whether they had any money. For those who did not, it was
akin to putting a 12-foot barbed wire fence between them and
the care that their doctors believed they needed. Drew said
he did not know if anybody had done that study.

Sherry Glied
There is research on the balances of HSAs by income level.
You can match that against the deductible, at least for the
HSA compliant plans. It is very un-pretty picture. People
who do not have money do not have savings (you do not
need a PhD to figure that out). There have been a series of
recent, carefully done econometric studies suggesting that
people are not good at shopping, deciding what they should
and should not use in the health care context. The air is
going out of the high-deductible, HSA balloon.

Joanne Kenen
As an informed consumer, I find the shopping tools to
be difficult to use. I have tried to engage in health care
shopping for an aging parent and other family member.
Besides interpreting price variations, it is difficult to know
what to buy since the quality piece is also missing.

Sherry Glied
There are instances where shopping tools can be effective,
for example with physical therapy, but certainly not for
neurosurgery.

Jonathan Skinner
As an economist, I actually despise deductibles. I think
they are the worst things ever invented. I am fine with
copays. The way deductibles are designed is crazy. You
either pay 100% or, when you reach the max, and you pay
zero. Economists might say that on average it is about
right, but that is not the way decisions are made. People
have their monthly or bi-weekly income and they are trying
to determine how to pay a $1,000 deductible. Over the
period of a year you might say it is not a big deal, but over
the space of two weeks, that is an impossible period. If
you want to play around with co-pays, I say fine, but I think
deductibles should be banished from this earth.
Sustainable U.S. Health Spending: Serious Issues—Sound Policy Solutions

Bill Hoagland
From a Republican perspective I do not think you should
assume that high deductibles are going away. I think they
are stabilizing now. Part of the reason why you are not
hearing as much about them as previously is that people are
recognizing there is an income inequality issue here. The
people who tend to benefit from them are upper-income.
That is why the discussion has ebbed.

Jeff Goldsmith
There is also cyclical component. This idea was introduced
in the late 1990s and it had very low penetration until there
was a recession, at which point many employers had to
decide whether to retain their benefits or institute a huge
buy-down to shift increased costs to their employees. The
high-deductible plans, HSAs, HRAs, etcetera, took off
like the proverbial scalded dog after 2008. They are now
plateauing but I think when the next recession hits we will
have another cohort of employers who will wonder if they
can afford their benefits. What happens then? That is when
we will learn if this idea has run out of gas and we might not
get a new spurt of high-deductible penetration.

Joanne Kenen
This is all about addressing the issue of first dollar coverage,
right? It is clear why there was an impetus to do so. Is there
any new thinking on other ways to address this issue, or was
it never the problem we said it was?

Jeff Goldsmith
How much first dollar coverage remains?
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Sherry Glied

Sherry Glied
The Rand Health Insurance Experiment showed a huge
effect of moving from free care to paying 25 percent of
the cost out of pocket, and then a much smaller effect as
the coinsurance percentage is increased further. We are
way past 25 percent now and the marginal increments that
we are getting in terms of effective reductions in utilization
must be very small, especially given when people max out of
their deductibles.

Jeff Goldsmith
I believe strongly that we have serious issues with
adherence, for example, people not filling their
prescriptions. Patients lose the therapeutic effect by not
staying on drugs that require three or six months. We need
to couple high-deductible plans and HSAs with incentives
for adherence, even to the point of writing a $1,000 check
to a woman with high maternal risk to ensure she gets all
of her prenatal visits. That is a darn good investment if you
avoid a $200,000 premature baby. With this structure in
place, we should begin using positive incentives to signal to
people the importance of receiving needed care. We would
be grateful and even share the savings!

Paul Hughes-Cromwick
This comes from our wonderful web audience (and apologies
for earlier not being able to sneak in a question). What is
Australia doing to control costs and achieve good health
outcomes?
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I do not know what they do to get good outcomes but on
the cost side they take many steps, and they have strong
controls. One of the things that strikes me about Australia
(do not get me wrong, I am not boosting the Australian
health care system) is that they have a public option model
where about half the population has private insurance but
you can switch back and forth between public and private,
with an associated penalty. Because there is a public option,
if private insurance gets too expensive people will switch.
Benefits are excellent with private coverage and you can
get access to almost everything you want. If you are stuck in
the public system, benefits are more limited. But if you buy
private insurance, it is like in the U.S. The prices that are paid
to providers are constrained in the same way that Medicare
Advantage lives off Medicare fee-for-service prices. The
public prices constrain the private sector prices.

Lynn Quincy, Altarum Healthcare Value Hub
Riffing off of Jeff’s last comment, I think it is important to
realize that financial incentives facing either providers or
consumers, are not the only tool in our toolbox. If we were
to break down the convenience and other non-financial
barriers to making prenatal appointments (telehealth and
the whole bucket of technology solutions), we might be
much more effective than paying that women $1,000.
It is too easy to fall into this trap of always emphasizing
tweaking the financial incentives. We should take a broader
perspective of reducing the many logistical constraints that
make it difficult for people to do the right thing.

Jeff Goldsmith
Excellent point. We have accepted the many logistical
constraints and should strive to reduce them. We are
emerging into a world where the smartphone is the control
panel for our lives. We have not come close to maximizing
the potential use of these tools. I agree with you that it is
not only about the money.

Sherry Glied
Be careful to remember that everything we know says that
making access at the front end easier raises costs.

Jeff Goldsmith
But making it easier to get prenatal visits—that is a clear win.
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Bill Hoagland
Are you suggesting we have a global cap on health care
expenditures?

Gene Steuerle, Urban Institute
Not at all, but I am suggesting that each part of the
system needs a budget constraint, and then we can fight
over whether it is vouchers or price controls, or whatever
constraints we devise.

Bill Hoagland
I agree.

Joanne Kenen
There is a question whether telemedicine actually saves
money. CBO is not convinced that it does.

Sherry Glied
When you go to the doctor they find things wrong with you.

Jeff Goldsmith
I am not sure the Kaiser Permanente people would agree
with you because they have dramatically increased the ease
with which people can access their system to get questions
answered that would otherwise have resulted in a visit, and
they have saved a ton of money. I do not buy this idea that
making something easier necessarily drives expense. It
depends on the system that does it, and you need a system.

Gene Steuerle, Urban Institute
With Bill here, we have a true budget expert. My pet theme
is that as long as any parts of the system do not fall within
a constrained budget, there will be problems. It could be
the individual (the basic idea of HSAs), but I do not think
that works. Or capitation or Medicare for All. These are all
attempts to put the system on a budget. Without a budget
constraint, we do not realize efficiency improvements, and
if the budget constraint applies to only one part of the
system, it does not work. If you only worry about drugs
here, or hospitals there, and the system is still open-ended
otherwise, that only frees the spending to go elsewhere.
Many solutions discussed here today (and elsewhere) are
akin to pushing on a balloon—successfully pushing that air in
one place while it is popping out somewhere else.
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Paul Hughes-Cromwick
I will bring this to a close with a few comments and a question.
I want to thank the audience for hanging in there with our
marathon format of few breaks. I would like to thank our
amazing Altarum staff for all of the support work. Of course,
we are so grateful for the incredible panelists who, you might
not know, speak as a public service. Bill, you referenced what
the great Mark Pauly calls the original sin of health policy: the
deductibility of employer sponsored health insurance. This
reminded me of Doug Elmendorf’s mini-speech on the multiple
virtues of a policy which is, of course, the Cadillac tax. Policy
makers cannot run away from it fast enough! My question,
which pertains to points that Alice made, is do we simply lack
the collective will to enact painful solutions such as the Cadillac
tax and IPAB, that would truly improve the system?

Joanne Kenen
You could have next year’s forum be called “everything we
know about sustainable health care costs that Congress
does not want to hear.”

Bill Hoagland
Quite frankly, the bottom line is always the political will.
If the political will is absent, nothing will happen. We will
continue to muddle along. I agree with you in general, and
also that we will never see the Cadillac tax invoked ever.

*Editor’s note: The Kaiser Family Foundation released its 2018
Employer Health Benefits Survey on Oct. 3, 2018. It showed,
for example, the penetration of high-deductible plans with a
savings option rising from 20% in 2013 to 29% in 2018.
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